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Abstract

Motorsport teams constantly strive for engineering the fastest vehicle among all com-
petitors in order to win races. This optimization process is a complex task, aiming to
minimize the average lap time of a race car while considering several constraints. The
vehicle needs to be modified for different tracks and various conditions while following the
mandatory regulations of the corresponding racing series. Although vehicle dynamics are
well understood and modeled, direct optimization of the vehicle’s acceleration potential is
only of limited use as it solely minimizes the theoretical lap time but neglects the influence
of the human driver. As the driver plays a substantial role in the overall vehicle system on
track, the race car needs to be set up to fit the individual driving style in order to reach
maximum performance. For this reason, many motorsport teams are nowadays utilizing
Human-Driver-in-the-Loop (HDiL) simulators that facilitate rapid testing of modified parts
and systems at various tracks. The simulations provide direct insights into the overall
system comprised of the driver, vehicle, and track while allowing to receive feedback from
the human driver.
Whereas this direct inclusion of the driver into the vehicle development process is

beneficial for testing, the simulators are not suited for extensive lap time optimization due
to long evaluation times and high resource requirements. Hence, a robust and human-
like race driver model that can imitate individual driving styles in fully virtual vehicle
simulations is required to effectively increase the number of tests. At the same time,
however, the modeling of human race driver behavior is a highly challenging task: The
vehicle is constantly maneuvered at its acceleration potential, closely approaching or even
exceeding the stability limits, which ultimately requires a control policy that is robust.
Furthermore, each driver shows a certain amount of variability even in a deterministic
simulation environment. This variance results from intentional adaptation to optimize the
driving performance and human imprecision and needs to be modeled. Despite achieving
similar performances, even top-class race drivers exhibit differing individual driving styles
and preferences for specific vehicle characteristics.
This thesis focuses on analyzing and modeling race driver behavior to support the

modern vehicle development process and to better understand the human driver.
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After an introduction to motorsports, related work, and essential foundations, Proba-
bilistic Modeling of Driver Behavior (ProMoD) is presented as a novel approach for the
imitation of human driver behavior in a race driving environment. In this framework,
the task of driving is separated into different modules inspired by knowledge on race
driver behavior and autonomous driving. Human variance is encoded with a distribution
of driving lines using Probabilistic Movement Primitives (ProMPs) and clothoids are used
for planning a feasible path ahead. These path planning features, combined with basic
perception features, are subsequently used for supervised training of a recurrent neural
network using human demonstrations. The resulting probabilistic driving policy for each
driver is extensively tested and benchmarked in a simplified car racing simulation envi-
ronment from OpenAI Gym. It is demonstrated that ProMoD produces human-like driver
actions while being considerably more robust than direct end-to-end supervised learning
and an adapted version of the Dataset Aggregation method (DAgger).
The second part of this thesis focuses on the development of a structured method to

analyze individual race driving styles and on the extension of ProMoD to a professional
motorsport HDiL simulator, both based on data from professional race drivers. The herein
proposed Driver Identification and Metric Ranking Algorithm (DIMRA) calculates an
extensive set of lap-based metrics describing the driving style, mainly depending on the
driver actions. To maintain interpretability and reduce complexity, DIMRA reduces the
number of metrics using Sequential Backward Selection (SBS) combined with k-medoids
clustering. The resulting track-depending subsets facilitate linear separability of driving
styles with purities of up to 98% and demonstrate transferability from simulation to
real track data. In addition, the previously proposed ProMoD framework is considerably
extended and adapted to a complex motorsport driving simulator environment. Besides
utilizing a new distance-based ProMP representation and validating driving line samples,
the previous behavioral cloning approach is modified to prevent divergence due to the
known issue of compounding errors. The resulting driver model can generate complete
laps with competitive lap times while maintaining human-like behavior in actions and the
utilization of driver assistance systems. Even on mirrored tracks and with considerably
reduced tire grip ProMoD can approximately produce expected lap times.
The third part of this thesis focuses on providing generalization and learning abilities for

the introduced driver model. For this purpose, basic learning procedures and adaptation
techniques of race drivers are identified from the literature and extended by an expert
interview with a professional race engineer. Based on the hereby generated insights,
two methods are developed to further enhance the imitation capabilities of ProMoD: By
introducing an approach to estimate target trajectory distributions for unknown tracks
based on experiences from other tracks, the driver model achieves track generalization
capabilities and is enabled to generate close to competitive lap times on new tracks.
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Furthermore, an adaptation process is presented that enables ProMoD to adapt its behavior
based on experiences from previous laps. By using the professional racing simulator for
evaluation, it is shown that the driver model can learn from mistakes from past laps and
completes previously unfinished laps with increased performance.
In summary, the findings of this thesis contribute to a better understanding of the

human driver and pave the way for advanced lap time optimization with consideration of
individual driver characteristics. Furthermore, the findings aid enhanced modern vehicle
development and potentially future autonomous racing. Besides this race driving setting,
such a driver model should be particularly helpful for the development of driver assistance
systems in road cars, as it can trigger human-like Traction Control (TC) interventions.
Due to its modular architecture, ProMoD may be extended in various ways in future
research. Additional adaptation methods may be introduced that further increase the
ability of the driver model to learn from experience and modified feature definitions might
yield an even more accurate imitation of the human driver. Furthermore, direct encoding
of prior knowledge, as the characteristics of the vehicle setup, could further enhance
the learning process. In addition, the neural network which models the internal action
selection process of the human driver could be directly adapted, for instance by using
reinforcement learning techniques. Ultimately, the proposed framework may be applied
to comparable, challenging vehicle control tasks like drifting a car, maneuvering drones,
or flying planes.
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Zusammenfassung

UmRennen zu gewinnen, strebenMotorsport-Teams kontinuierlich danach, das performan-
teste Fahrzeug zu entwickeln. Diese Optimierung ist jedoch eine hochkomplexe Aufgabe,
da das Ziel, die niedrigste Rundenzeit zu erreichen, mit vielfältigen Randbedingungen
einhergeht. Das Fahrzeug muss beispielsweise für verschiedene Strecken und Bedingungen
spezifisch angepasst werden, während das Reglement der jeweiligen Rennserie einzu-
halten ist. Während die Fahrzeugdynamik heutzutage gut verstanden und modelliert ist,
ist eine direkte Optimierung des Fahrzeugbeschleunigungspotentials oftmals nur von be-
grenztem Nutzen, da eine solche Minimierung der theoretischen Rundenzeit den Einfluss
des menschlichen Fahrers vernachlässigt. Da der Fahrer eine wichtige Rolle im Gesamt-
fahrzeugsystem spielt, muss das Fahrzeug auf den individuellen Fahrstil des jeweiligen
Rennfahrers abgestimmt werden, um eine optimale Performance zu erreichen. Daher
verwenden viele professionelle Motorsport-Teams heutzutage moderne Human-Driver-in-
the-Loop (HDiL)-Simulatoren, welche es erlauben, veränderte Komponenten und Systeme
auf verschiedensten Strecken effizient zu testen. Die Simulationen liefern direkte Einblicke
in das aus Fahrer, Fahrzeug und Strecke bestehende Gesamtsystem und ermöglichen
gleichzeitig eine direkte Rückmeldung durch den menschlichen Fahrer.
Während diese direkte Einbindung des Fahrers in den Fahrzeugentwicklungsprozess

sinnvoll für einzelne Tests ist, ist sie auf Grund langer Ausführungszeiten und einem ho-
hen Ressourcenbedarf nur begrenzt für umfangreiche Rundenzeitoptimierungen nutzbar.
Diesem Problem könnte mit der Entwicklung eines robusten und menschenähnlichen
Rennfahrermodells, welches in der Lage ist, individuelle Fahrstile innerhalb virtueller
Fahrzeugsimulationen zu imitieren, begegnet werden. Auf diese Weise wäre es möglich,
die Anzahl der Fahrzeugsimulationen effektiv zu steigern. Gleichzeitig ist die Modellie-
rung von Rennfahrerverhalten jedoch eine hochkomplexe Aufgabe: Das Fahrzeug wird
zu jeder Zeit an seinen Beschleunigungsgrenzen bewegt, wodurch es sich häufig nahe
an oder sogar in instabilen Fahrzuständen befindet und eine robuste Regelung über die
Fahreraktionen erfordert. Weiterhin zeigt jeder Fahrer sogar in einer deterministischen
Simulationsumgebung ein gewisses Maß an Variabilität. Diese Varianz resultiert sowohl
aus der bewussten Anpassung der Fahrstrategie, um die Performance zu optimieren und
Fehler zu korrigieren, als auch aus natürlicher, menschlicher Ungenauigkeit und muss
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während der Modellierung berücksichtigt werden. Zuletzt weisen selbst Spitzenklassen-
Rennfahrer individuelle Fahrstile und Präferenzen für bestimmte Fahrzeugeinstellungen
auf, obwohl sie eine fast identische Performance auf der Strecke erreichen.
Mit dem Ziel, den Fahrzeugentwicklungsprozess zu unterstützen und den menschlichen

Fahrer besser zu verstehen, behandelt diese Arbeit verschiedene Aspekte der Analyse und
Modellierung von Rennfahrerverhalten.
Nach einer Einleitung, welche die generelle Problemstellung, bisherige Arbeiten sowie

wichtige Grundlagen beschreibt, wird Probabilistic Modeling of Driver Behavior (ProMoD)
als ein neuer Ansatz zur Modellierung von Rennfahrerverhalten vorgestellt. In diesem
Framework wird, inspiriert von Wissen über Rennfahrerverhalten und von Methoden
des autonomen Fahrens, die Aufgabe des Fahrens in verschiedene Module unterteilt. Die
menschliche Varianz wird in einer Verteilung von Fahrlinien mit Hilfe von Probabilistic
Movement Primitives (ProMPs) codiert und Klothoiden werden verwendet, um einen Pfad
für eine kurze Zeitspanne vorauszuplanen. Diese Pfadplanungsinformationen, kombiniert
mit Wahrnehmungsinformationen des Fahrers, werden nachfolgend verwendet, um ein
rekurrentes neuronales Netz mit Hilfe von Supervised Learning zu trainieren. Das resultie-
rende probabilistische Fahrermodell wird nachfolgend ausführlich in einer vereinfachten
Rennfahrzeugsimulation von OpenAI Gym getestet und gebenchmarkt. Hierbei zeigt sich,
dass ProMoD menschenähnliche Fahreraktionen ausführt, während es gleichzeitig deutlich
robuster ist als direktes End-to-End Learning oder eine adaptierte Version der Dataset
Aggregation method (DAgger).
Der zweite Teil dieser Arbeit konzentriert sich auf die Entwicklung einer Methode

zur objektiven Analyse von individuellen Rennfahrstilen sowie auf die Erweiterung von
ProMoD für einen professionellen Motorsport HDiL-Simulator, beides basierend auf Daten
von professionellen Rennfahrern. Der hierbei entwickelte Driver Identification and Metric
Ranking Algorithm (DIMRA) berechnet ein umfassendes Set von rundenbasierten Metri-
ken, welche den Fahrstil beschreiben und größtenteils direkt auf Fahreraktionen basieren.
Um eine gute Interpretierbarkeit sowie einfache Verwendbarkeit zu gewährleisten, nutzt
DIMRA Sequential Backward Selection (SBS) kombiniert mit k-medoids-Clustering, sodass
die Anzahl der Metriken auf ein notwendiges Minimum reduziert wird. Die resultierenden,
rundenbasierten Metriksets erlauben eine lineare Separierbarkeit verschiedener Fahrstile
mit einer Genauigkeit von bis zu 98% und zeigen eine Übertragbarkeit von Simulations- auf
echte Streckendaten. Weiterhin wird das zuvor vorgestellte ProMoD Framework deutlich
erweitert und für eine realitätsnahe professionelle Motorsportsimulationsumgebung ange-
passt. Neben der Verwendung von einer neuen, distanzbasierten ProMP-Darstellung und
einer Validierung von Fahrliniensamples wird der vorherige "Behavioral Cloning”-Ansatz
angepasst, um ein Divergieren auf Grund des bekannten Problems von "Compounding
Errors” zu verhindern. Das resultierende Fahrermodell ist nun in der Lage, vollständige
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Runden mit einer kompetitiven Rundenzeit zu fahren, während es ein menschenähnli-
ches Verhalten bei den Fahreraktionen und der Verwendung von Fahrerassistenzsystemen
aufweist. Weiterhin kann gezeigt werden, dass ProMoD sogar auf gespiegelten Strecken
und mit erheblich reduzierter Reifenhaftung in der Lage ist, die erwarteten Rundenzeiten
näherungsweise zu erreichen.
Der dritte Teil dieser Arbeit behandelt die Einführung von Generalisierungs- und Lern-

fähigkeiten für das vorgestellte Fahrermodell. Hierfür werden zu Beginn grundlegende
Lern- und Adaptierungstechniken von Rennfahrern aus vorhandenen Arbeiten identifiziert
und zusätzlich mit einem Interview eines professionellen Renningenieurs untermauert.
Basierend auf den hierbei gewonnenen Erkenntnissen werden zwei Methoden entwickelt,
um die Menschenähnlichkeit von ProMoD weiter zu verbessern: Durch die Einführung
eines Ansatzes zur Schätzung von Fahrlinienverteilungen für unbekannte Strecken erhält
das Fahrermodell die Fähigkeit auch auf neuen Strecken zu fahren und näherungsweise
kompetitive Rundenzeiten zu erreichen. Weiterhin wird ein Adaptierungsprozess vorge-
stellt, welcher es ProMoD erlaubt, durch in vorherigen Runden gesammelte Erfahrungen
sein Verhalten zu adaptieren. Eine Auswertung dieses Ansatzes auf dem professionellen
Rennsimulator zeigt, dass das Fahrermodell nun in der Lage ist, aus Fehlern aus vergange-
nen Runden zu lernen und zuvor nicht zu Ende gefahrene Runden vervollständigen kann,
während es gleichzeitig seine Performance leicht steigert.
Zusammengefasst tragen die in dieser Arbeit gewonnenen Erkenntnisse zu einem besse-

ren Verständnis des menschlichen Fahrers bei und ebnen den Weg für eine verbesserte
Rundenzeitoptimierung unter Berücksichtigung von individuellen Rennfahrercharakteristi-
ka. Weiterhin kann der moderne Fahrzeugentwicklungsprozess und zukünftiges autonomes
Rennfahren durch neue Methoden unterstützt werden. Neben diesem Motorsportkon-
text kann ein solches Fahrermodell, welches in der Lage ist, menschenähnliche Traction
Control (TC)-Eingriffe zu erzeugen, auch für die Entwicklung von Fahrerassistenzsyste-
men nützlich sein. Auf Grund seines modularen Aufbaus kann ProMoD zukünftig auf
zahlreiche Weisen erweitert werden. Zusätzliche Adaptierungsmethoden und angepasste
Feature-Definitionen können eingeführt werden, um das Lernen aus Erfahrungen weiter zu
verbessern und die bereits vorhandene Menschenähnlichkeit weiter zu steigern. Weiterhin
könnte eine direkte Berücksichtigung von Vorwissen, wie beispielsweise die Kenntnis
der verwendeten Fahrzeugkonfiguration, den Lernprozess weiter verbessern. Außerdem
wäre es möglich, das neuronale Netz, welches den internen Entscheidungsprozess des
Rennfahrers abbildet, unter anderem mit Hilfe von Reinforcement Learning-Techniken
direkt zu adaptieren. Abschließend könnte das entwickelte Framework auch in weiteren,
ähnlich herausfordernden Fahrzeugsteuerungsanwendungen, wie dem Driften eines Autos,
dem Manövrieren von Drohnen oder dem Fliegen von Flugzeugen Anwendung finden.
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1 Introduction

“At the very heart of this activity is the problem of achieving a performance from
the driver-vehicle entity which, in the particular race environment, exceeds the
competition. This is the challenge. It is the dynamic behavior of the combination
of high-tech machines and infinitely complex human beings that makes the sport
so intriguing for participants and spectators alike.”

—Milliken and Milliken, 1995

There is a long history in motorsports. Shortly after the invention of the automobile in
1885, the first motor race from Paris to Rouen started in 1894. Since then, motorsport
has expanded rapidly around the world with different competitions on various types of
motor-driven vehicles. Numerous races in different locations were held and multiple
racing series with defined regulations were started. (Frömmig, 2020; Sturm, 2013)
Despite this large variety of tracks, vehicles, and conditions, in most types of races, the

objectives were and still are the same: either traveling a given distance in the shortest time
or driving the maximum distance within a given timeframe among all competitors (Reuter,
2018). These targets can be simply summarized as achieving the highest average speed
from the start to the end of a race, including all side events like tire changes, refueling,
repairs, and penalties.
To achieve this goal, motorsport teams professionalized and developed various ways to

optimize their performance. In general, there are three, strongly interconnected, major
components which could be influenced subject to the regulations of a racing series:
1. The vehicle itself could be adapted in order to influence its dynamics (Krumm, 2015;
Milliken & Milliken, 1995; Schramm et al., 2010).

2. The race driver could be trained to maximize the utilization of the vehicle’s potential
and to achieve more consistent driving (Bentley, 2011; Krumm, 2015).

3. The race strategy, e.g. the timing of pitstops, could be optimized to obtain an
advantage over the competitors (Heilmeier et al., 2020; Heilmeier et al., 2018).
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In addition, these components mutually influence each other. For example, a late change
of tires could, depending on the vehicle setup and the driver’s characteristics and skill,
substantially reduce the average speed due to decreasing grip. Nevertheless, such a tire
strategy might be beneficial depending on the current situation on track. For this reason,
a holistic consideration of these influencing factors is mandatory to achieve optimal
performance on the track.
The following sections are intended to provide the necessary foundations for the analysis

and modeling of race driver behavior. As vehicle dynamics can be sufficiently described and
evaluated with well-known differential equations, existing work often focuses exclusively
on the race car itself. A common vehicle modeling approach, as well as methods to assess
the theoretical vehicle performance, are introduced in Section 1.1. However, a profound
consideration of the human driver is required to effectively assess true vehicle performance,
but complex. Hence, Section 1.2 discusses the factors which are influencing the decision-
making process of the driver, as well as the role of drivers in modern vehicle development.
The current state of research for the modeling of driver behavior is summarized in Section
1.3. Subsequently, Section 1.4 introduces the concept of Probabilistic Movement Primitives
(ProMPs) (Paraschos et al., 2013, 2018) which can be used to describe the variance of
human demonstrations.
Based on data from professional race drivers, this thesis is intended to contribute to a

better understanding, the analysis, and the modeling of human driver behavior in order
to support modern vehicle development as detailed in Section 1.5. Finally, Section 1.6
presents the thesis outline.

1.1 Vehicle Dynamics and Lap Simulation

Vehicle dynamics are well understood and thoroughly analyzed nowadays, and several
modeling approaches with varying complexity have been developed. Ranging from a
linear planar single-track model with only two degrees of freedom to two-track models
with explicitly modeled vertical dynamics and non-linear tire characteristics, various levels
of modeling details are available and utilized depending on the accuracy requirements.
The single-track model reduces the vehicle to only two tires, and in its most simple
representation, this modeling approach only contains two states. Even though its validity
range is limited, this modeling approach still is widely used for basic vehicle analysis due
to its simplicity. Contrarily, a two-track model considers each tire separately, and when
vertical dynamics, non-linear tire models, and track topology are included, it can be valid
in a broad range of operating conditions and suitable for realistic performance evaluations.
(Baruh, 2014; Milliken & Milliken, 1995; Schramm et al., 2010)
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In the following, a planar two-trackmodel with non-linear tire characteristics is discussed
to introduce the fundamentals of vehicle dynamics.

1.1.1 Two-Track Model

The vehicle modeling approach introduced in this section considers each wheel separately
with non-linear tire characteristics, accurately predicting planar vehicle dynamics in many
driving situations. Vertical dynamics are initially neglected for the sake of clarity but
can be integrated straightforwardly to further increase the model accuracy. A schematic
overview of the model structure is visualized by Figure 1.1. Here, (XE , YE) defines the
cartesian inertial coordinate system and (XV , YV ) the vehicle fixed coordinate system
which is rotated by yaw angle Ψ. The longitudinal velocity vx and lateral velocity vy of
the vehicle are defined in the Center of Gravity (CoG) and the resulting vehicle side-slip
angle

β = arctan

(︃
vy
vx

)︃
(1.1)

describes the angle between the longitudinal axis and the current direction of travel.
Furthermore, the constants lf and lr respectively parametrize the distances between the
CoG and the front and rear axle with wheelbase l = lf + lr, and sf and sr describe the
track widths at the respective axle. The steering angle δwhl which is constant 0 at the
rear axle and the side-slip angle αwhl which indicates the angle between the longitudinal
wheel axis and the velocity direction vwhl at the tire center are defined for each wheel
whl ∈ {fl, fr, rl, rr}. Additionally, Fx,whl, Fy,whl, and ωwhl respectively describe the
resulting tire forces and the angular velocity of each wheel.
Now, the vehicle state x and input u of the model are given by

x =

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

vx
vy
Ψ̇
ωfl

ωfr

ωrl

ωrr

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

, u =

⎡
⎣

δ
g
b

⎤
⎦ (1.2)

with yaw rate Ψ̇, steering wheel angle δ, throttle pedal actuation g, and brake pedal
actuation b. In the following, a model of the planar vehicle dynamics is derived in multiple
steps.
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Figure 1.1: Two-track model - figure adapted from (Löckel, 2017): each wheel is modeled separately by
considering the rotational dynamics, wheel velocities, and non-linear tire characteristics. The
resulting tire forces are transformed to the vehicle coordinate frame in order to predict longitudinal,
lateral, and yaw accelerations.
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Wheel Rotational Dynamics. Starting with the wheel rotational dynamics, the angular
acceleration of each wheel can be modeled using

ω̇whl =
1

Iwhl
(Mwhl − rwhlFx,whl) (1.3)

with moment of inertia Iwhl, applied torque Mwhl, and effective tire radius rwhl. Here,
Mwhl = fM,whl (g, b) is the sum of the driving torque, the braking torque, and friction
losses and hence a function of throttle actuation g and brake actuation b.

Wheel Velocities. In order to derive the wheel velocities, the translatory velocities at
the wheel centers in the vehicle coordinate frame are calculated

vVx,fl = vx − Ψ̇
sf
2
, vVy,fl = vy + Ψ̇lf (1.4)

vVx,fr = vx + Ψ̇
sf
2
, vVy,fr = vy + Ψ̇lf (1.5)

vVx,rl = vx − Ψ̇
sr
2
, vVy,rl = vy − Ψ̇lr (1.6)

vVx,rr = vx + Ψ̇
sr
2
, vVy,rr = vy − Ψ̇lr (1.7)

based on the current vehicle velocities, the yaw rate, and the vehicle dimensions. Sub-
sequently, the wheel velocities are obtained through transformation into the tire-fixed
coordinate frames

[︃
vx,whl

vy,whl

]︃
=

[︃
cos (δwhl) sin (δwhl)
− sin (δwhl) cos (δwhl)

]︃ [︃
vVx,whl

vVy,whl

]︃
(1.8)

using the corresponding tire steering angles δwhl = fsteer,whl (δ) which are a function of
the steering wheel angle.

Tire Modeling. Tires, having a major impact on the overall vehicle performance, are
a key aspect of any vehicle simulation. In the following, the most basic tire properties
are briefly summarized from existing literature (Guiggiani, 2018; Pacejka & Besselink,
2012). Based on the previously derived wheel velocities and the wheel circumferential
speed rwhlωwhl, the theoretical longitudinal tire slip

σx,whl =

{︄
rwhlωwhl−vx,whl

rwhlωwhl
if ωwhl ̸= 0

0 if ωwhl = 0
(1.9)
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Figure 1.2: Tire force generation - lateral characteristics for three vertical loads: tire forces are generated by
mechanical tensions in the tire compound and hence result from relative movements between the
tire contact patch and the road surface. Therefore, the lateral tire force Fy,whl is directly linked
to the tire slip angle αwhl as qualitatively shown in this figure. In a region around αwhl = 0 deg,
there is an approximately linear relationship to Fy,whl. The gradient dFy,whl

dαwhl
continuously flattens

to 0, until the maximum lateral tire force Fy,max is reached at |αwhl| = αpeak. For tire slip
angles |αwhl| > αpeak, the tire slides and |Fy,whl| decreases again. Furthermore, Fy,whl is strongly
influenced by the vertical tire load Fz,whl and tends to increase for larger loads. Various other
factors like the tire camber and toe additionally influence this general shape.

and the theoretical lateral tire slip

σy,whl =

{︄
− vy,whl

rwhlωwhl
if ωwhl ̸= 0

0 if ωwhl = 0
(1.10)

describe normalized relative speeds in both directions. A measure related to the theoretical
lateral tire slip is the tire slip angle

αwhl = arctan

(︃
vy,whl

vx,whl

)︃
(1.11)

that is obtained using the corresponding wheel velocities. Larger tire slips or tire slip
angles tend to result in larger tire forces. Figure 1.2 illustrates this behavior, as well as the
dependency on the vertical load Fz,whl. Based on these measures, a non-linear tire model

[︃
Fx,whl

Fy,whl

]︃
= ftire,whl (σx,whl, σy,whl, Fz,whl) (1.12)
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like TMeasy (Rill, 2013),Magic Formula (Pacejka & Besselink, 2012), Brush Model (Pacejka
& Besselink, 2012), or others (Mohammadi, 2012) can be used to estimate the resulting
tire forces.

Chassis Dynamics. In the next step, the tire forces of each wheel are transformed back
to the vehicle coordinate frame

[︃
F V
x,whl

F V
y,whl

]︃
=

[︃
cos (δwhl) − sin (δwhl)
sin (δwhl) cos (δwhl)

]︃ [︃
Fx,whl

Fy,whl

]︃
(1.13)

with respective steering angles δwhl. The longitudinal and lateral acceleration of the
vehicle can be obtained using

[︃
v̇x
v̇y

]︃
=

[︃
ax
ay

]︃
=

1

m

[︃
F V
x,fl + F V

x,fr + F V
x,rl + F V

x,rr + Fx,aero

F V
y,fl + F V

y,fr + F V
y,rl + F V

y,rr + Fy,aero

]︃
(1.14)

with vehicle mass m and aerodynamic forces Fx,aero and Fy,aero. Finally, the yaw accelera-
tion is given by

Ψ̈ =
1

Iz

(︂
lf
(︁
F V
y,fl + F V

y,fr

)︁
− lh

(︁
F V
y,rl + F V

y,rr

)︁
+

sf
2

(︁
F V
x,fr − F V

x,fl

)︁
+

sr
2

(︁
F V
x,rr − F V

x,rl

)︁
+Maero

)︂ (1.15)

with the corresponding moment of inertia Iz and aerodynamic torqueMaero.

Summary. Based on the current vehicle state x and input u, the non-linear dynamics of
the vehicle states can be described

ẋ =

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

v̇x
v̇y
Ψ̈
ω̇fl

ω̇fr

ω̇rl

ω̇rr

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

(1.16)

in order to run full vehicle simulations.
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Figure 1.3: Exemplary illustration of the acceleration potential of an imaginary vehicle for a given velocity v:
(I) represents the maximum longitudinal acceleration mainly limited by the engine power and
aerodynamic drag - (II) is the maximum lateral acceleration during cornering without braking or
accelerating - (III) represents a situation of braking during cornering, influenced by the non-linear
tire characteristics.

1.1.2 Lap Simulation

As introduced, all common vehicle models utilize sets of differential equations to describe
the dynamics with vehicle-dependent parametrizations. Based on this analytical descrip-
tion, different methods for general performance assessments and lap simulation have been
derived (Gadola et al., 1996; Kelly, 2008; Perantoni & Limebeer, 2014; Siegler, 2002;
Siegler et al., 2000).
A vehicle’s acceleration potential, as visualized by the shaded area in Figure 1.3, is

limited by various dynamically changing constraints. For example, when speeding up
the car, the longitudinal acceleration is mainly limited by the maximum engine power
and aerodynamic drag. During cornering, on the other hand, the lateral acceleration is
constrained by the maximum transferable force of the tires which ultimately results in a
permitted maximum curvature for a given speed. In situations with both, longitudinal
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and lateral acceleration of the vehicle, effects are overlapping with highly non-linear tire
characteristics. In addition, these acceleration potentials are strongly influenced by the
current vehicle speed. Now, for a given vehicle speed v, one can run different simulated
or real-world maneuvers to determine the maximum, quasi-static acceleration potential in
the x- and y-direction of the vehicle-fixed coordinate system. Sweeping and interpolating
across different speeds results in a g-g-v diagram which is a well-known approach in the
vehicle dynamics community. It could be used to describe the vehicle’s quasi-steady-state
acceleration performance and to support lap simulations. (Milliken & Milliken, 1995;
Siegler, 2002; van Koutrik, 2015)
Such simulations are used to estimate the theoretically required time to complete a

lap on a defined circuit with a specific vehicle, and to retrieve additional information
like expected speed profiles. In recent years, various methods have been developed and
tested. For the sake of simplicity, this section only distinguishes between quasi-steady-state
simulation with fixed trajectories and full dynamic model simulation.

Quasi-Steady-State Simulation. This type of simulation divides the complete race track
into segments with constant curvatures. Along these segments, steady-state vehicle
dynamics are assumed, i.e. all accelerations remain constant and only change when
transitioning to a new segment. The lap simulation now starts from the apexes of a
predefined driving line, i.e. from the segments with locally maximum curvature. At these
apexes, pure lateral acceleration is assumed, and by utilizing the previously introduced
g-g-v diagrams and the relation ay = v2κwith curvature κ, one can calculate the maximum
drivable speed at each apex. Starting from here, the lap simulations integrate backward
and forward along the adjacent segments by considering the required lateral acceleration
potential derived from the speed and curvature in this segment and the resulting remaining
longitudinal potential. This maximum longitudinal acceleration is now used to predict the
speed changes between different segments, and finally a speed profile along the complete
driving line around the track. This simulation approach facilitates the computationally
efficient calculation of a permissible speed profile on a predefined driving line. The
resulting lap time estimate is based on the assumption of full utilization of the vehicle’s
steady-state dynamics but neglects the influence of transient maneuvers. (Brayshaw, 2004;
Siegler, 2002)

Fully Dynamic Model Simulation. Contrarily, an optimal control problem could be
formulated to minimize the lap time subject to the vehicle dynamics and a predefined
driving corridor. Various ways have been proposed to solve different variants of this
problem formulation by utilizing direct and indirect methods for optimal control. While
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this type of lap simulation is more precise, as it considers the fully dynamic model and
hence also transient dynamics, it requires a considerably higher computational effort.
(Dal Bianco et al., 2019; Kelly, 2008; Siegler, 2002)

Both methods are suited and also frequently utilized to derive lap time estimates and
to evaluate theoretical performance gains of specific vehicle modifications. In addition,
modified variants of the shown approaches exist. However, these approaches often neglect
the influence of the human driver with its natural limitations and sub-optimality. To
circumvent this issue, dynamic simulations with the human driver in the loop or a driver
model could be utilized.

1.2 Driver Behavior and its Role in Modern Vehicle Development

Driving a vehicle at the limits of handling is a challenging task, due to varying environmen-
tal conditions and partially unstable situations. A professional race driver constantly aims
to minimize the lap times - or maximize the average speed - while maintaining different
constraints such as a desired fuel efficiency or proper tire management. (Krumm, 2015)
During driving, the decision process is influenced by various factors as illustrated in Fig-

ure 1.4. Sensory inputs like the experienced accelerations, the engine sound, or the visible
track relate to the current vehicle state and hence provide direct feedback to influence the
driver’s actions. Furthermore, prior and gathered knowledge have an additional impact
on the decision-making process. While prior knowledge provides some initial expectations
of the vehicle’s driving characteristics or the general track layout, the driver learns and
adapts during driving. Gathered knowledge like the general vehicle performance or the
current grip level, both depending on changing environmental conditions, enables the
race driver to continuously optimize his driving in order to achieve a higher average speed
and hence better performance.
In general, it is assumed that each driver follows a driving policy πE which maps the

current situation x to a set of control inputs u and is non-deterministic due to human
imprecision and continuous adaptation. In addition, every driver has some individual pref-
erences concerning driving lines or a specific vehicle setup and processes the information
differently. This results in individual driving styles and therefore driver-specific policies
πE , despite similar performances. Hence, a direct consideration of the individual driver is
important for modern vehicle development in motorsports.
For early development stages, as well as rapid testing, simulations are crucial to safely

evaluate the influence of hardware and software modifications. In order to include
the individual driver in this development process, Human-Driver-in-the-Loop (HDiL)
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Figure 1.4: Influencing factors for driver behavior: the driver’s decision-making process is based on various
influencing factors as illustrated in this non-exhaustive list. Visual perception, audio perception,
and haptic feedback directly relate to the current vehicle state and provide direct information for
controlling and stabilizing the vehicle. In addition, the driver bases his decisions on knowledge,
which is either priorly known, or gathered during racing.
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Figure 1.5: Human Driver in the Loop simulator at Porsche Motorsport (Dr. Ing. h.c. F. Porsche AG, 2019b;
Fritzsche et al., 2017): a realistic and highly parametrizable vehicle model facilitates rapid
prototyping and safe testing of hardware and software modifications with direct consideration of
individual driving styles. The simulator can reproduce vehicle movements and feedback with an
actuated race car cockpit, combined with a realistic visualization of the surroundings. In addition,
this environment could be used to safely test and objectively evaluate driver models which are
learned from recorded data.

simulators as shown in Figure 1.5 are utilized nowadays with realistic vehicle and track
models (Fritzsche et al., 2017). In this simulator, the human race driver controls the
simulated vehicle from a realistic race car cockpit which is mounted on an actuated
platform. All control inputs generated by the driver are continuously streamed to an
in-house developed vehicle simulation model, which is highly parametrizable and relies
on high-resolution track models. This vehicle model is then used to calculate the new
vehicle states, based on the previous states and the control actions. The updated vehicle’s
position is subsequently rendered and visualized with five projectors, while the predicted
accelerations and rotations are approximately reproduced with the actuated platform.
Based on this new information, the driver now is able to react and adjust the control inputs
similar to driving in a real car, facilitating a closed-loop full-vehicle simulation. Such
simulators allow to rapidly analyze the drivability and performance of a specific vehicle
setup and to optimize vehicle systems. At the same time, however, these evaluations are
still effortful and costly, and tests can not be accelerated or parallelized, which motivates
the search for a robust framework to analyze and model individual race driver behavior.
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1.3 Related Work: Modeling of Driver Behavior

Human driver behavior, having a major influence on the vehicle and its performance, is
subject to research for decades. Michon argued already in 1985 that “There appears to be
a lack of new ideas in driver behavior modeling” (Michon, 1985) and showed the current
state of research at this time, as well as its limitations. Since then, a large number of
new approaches have been presented. This section is intended to provide a foundation
of related work to the modeling of driver behavior for both, racing and conventional use
cases. Starting with some general information, qualitative models, and more detailed
insights into driver behavior, this section proceeds with an introduction of driver models
based on control-theoretic methods. Subsequently, various driver models which are based
on supervised learning and reinforcement learning methods are introduced. This section
is finally concluded with related work which proposes the utilization of different methods
like fuzzy control, Hidden Markov Models (HMMs), and probabilistic networks.

General. Detailed analyses of the human driver and its characteristics contribute to a
better understanding of its physical limitations, its physical attributes, and to potential
ways to model this behavior (MacAdam, 2003). An objective assessment of characteristics
of the individual race driver behavior could be obtained through predefined metrics which
mainly rely on the driver actions (Trzesniowski & Eder, 2017). Furthermore, differences
between racing and non-racing drivers are analyzed in a simulated environment using
eye-tracking technology and a comparison of the driver actions (van Leeuwen et al., 2017).
An in-depth study of vehicle trajectories at the handling limits quantifies the variance of
driving lines and finds that despite achieving similar performances, race drivers employ
individual driving styles (Kegelman et al., 2017). This work is extended by a comparison
of highly skilled human drivers with an autonomous race car and comprehensive stability
analyses of the vehicle (Kegelman, 2018). The believability of driver models in car racing
games is studied in (Muñoz et al., 2013), indicating that many video games actually
increase the performance of computer-controlled vehicles to achieve competitive lap times.
In order to model driver behavior, a variety of approaches for different use cases is

available. A two-level model of driver steering behavior was introduced by (Donges, 1978),
and other hierarchical driver models divide the task of driving into different mental models
(Boer & Hoedemaeker, 1998). In addition, integrated driving behavior modeling based
on short-term plans and goals provides some general framework to model driver behavior
in a freeway traffic scenario (Toledo, 2003).
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Control-Theoretic Approaches. A number of approaches aim to manually construct
a control architecture which is subsequently tuned to model certain aspects of human
driving behavior (Benderius, 2012; Chen & Ulsoy, 2001; Hess & Modjtahedzadeh, 1990;
Kesting, 2008; Mitschke & Chen, 1991; Weir & McRuer, 1968). Furthermore, (Braghin et
al., 2008) present a controller which aims to follow a previously derived optimal trajectory
around the track and (Subbanna, 2012) proposes a method to find a velocity profile that
is tracked using different controllers. Similarly, direct collocation is used to find close
to time-optimal trajectories which are subsequently tracked by a nonlinear controller
in single driving maneuvers or around a complete track (Bulirsch et al., 2003; Butz &
Ehmann, 2005). By varying and identifying the weighting of basic optimality criteria, the
objective function could be parametrized to assess certain driving characteristics (Butz,
2004; Butz & von Stryk, 2005). A virtual test driver for vehicle development, intended
to work at the handling limits, is derived by (König, 2009) using exact linearization.
Furthermore, optimal linear preview control is applied to derive a steering controller for
motorcycle simulations (Sharp, 2007). Hereto related, modifications of a Linear-Quadratic
Regulator (LQR) are successfully applied for drifting a car into a parking spot (Kolter
et al., 2010) and for autonomous drift cornering (F. Zhang et al., 2017). An adaptive
lateral preview model of the driver is presented in (Ungoren & Peng, 2005), and a Model
Predictive Control (MPC) framework is used in (Gray et al., 2013) to derive a robust
stochastic driver model for obstacle avoidance and lane-keeping. In addition, nonlinear
MPC is used in a race driving setting and compared to the human driver in (Novi, 2019).

Supervised Learning. In the recent past, a number of machine learning approaches
emerged which aim to model human driver behavior using different imitation learning
methods. Whereas (Waters, 2017) uses Support Vector Machines (SVMs) to predict the
future speed profile of a car, (Chong et al., 2011) train a neural network to model the
human driver in a car-following scenario. Furthermore, recurrent neural networks are
utilized to predict acceleration distributions during highway driving (Morton et al., 2017).
Hereto related, (Wei et al., 2013) use a neural network to directly imitate human driver
actions in a race driving setting and compare the performance to an MPC.
Furthermore, multiple approaches were proposed in order to model driver behavior

in The Open Racing Car Simulator (TORCS) (Wymann et al., 2014). In order to predict
trajectories and speed profiles, neural networks are utilized by (Muñoz et al., 2010) and
(Cardamone et al., 2009). In addition, Monte Carlo Tree Search (Fischer et al., 2015), as
well as decisions trees and random forests (Cichosz & Pawełczak, 2014) are proposed to
predict driver actions. A comparison of multiple different controllers from a TORCS racing
competition is given in (Loiacono et al., 2008).
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However, such supervised learning approaches tend to suffer from compounding errors,
where small inaccuracies accumulate and eventually lead to divergence of the driving
policy. Indirect prediction is proposed by (Ontañón et al., 2017) to reduce this problem for
the modeling of driver behavior. Furthermore, the Dataset Aggregation method (DAgger) is
a no-regret online imitation learning algorithm which is guaranteed to find a deterministic
policy with good performance (Ross et al., 2011). Its extensions SafeDAgger (J. Zhang &
Cho, 2017) and MetaDAgger (Sallab et al., 2017) are tested in TORCS.

Reinforcement Learning. Besides the previouslymentioned supervised learningmethods,
a variety of reinforcement learning approaches have been presented for building a virtual
driver model. In a race driving setting, different methods have been applied to find driving
policies for TORCS (Karavolos, 2013), for World Rally Championship 6 (Perot et al., 2017),
and for Gran Turismo Sport (Fuchs et al., 2021). Furthermore, inverse reinforcement
learning is used for computing human-like trajectories in an autonomous driving scenario
(Kuderer et al., 2015). The Generative Adversarial Imitation Learning (GAIL) framework
presented by (Ho & Ermon, 2016) was extended and applied to TORCS (Y. Li et al., 2017),
to highway-driving simulations (Kuefler et al., 2017), to oval track driving (Kuefler &
Kochenderfer, 2018), and to multi-agent settings (Bhattacharyya et al., 2018).

Miscellaneous. Various architectures use fuzzy logic to model the human driver in
different use cases (Al-Shihabi & Mourant, 2001; Chong et al., 2013; Filev et al., 2009;
T.-H. Li et al., 2003; Paz & Peeta, 2009). Furthermore, HMMs are often used to model
and predict the driver intention on different levels (Hou et al., 2011; Liu & Pentland,
1997; Liu & Salvucci, 2001; Oliver & Pentland, 2000; Sathyanarayana et al., 2008;
Simmons et al., 2006; Tran et al., 2012). A combination of a HMM and Gaussian Mixture
Regression is used in (Lefèvre et al., 2016) to predict a human-like acceleration profile,
which is subsequently tracked by a robust MPC, and (Ruf, 2018) utilizes HMMs to generate
trajectories for automated driving. In addition, parametric approaches (Wen et al., 2013)
and convex Markov chains (Sadigh et al., 2014) are used to predict future trajectories of
the car. Furthermore, probabilistic networks are utilized in the context of driver behavior
modeling (Bouslimi et al., 2005; Möbus & Eilers, 2009; Oza, 1999; Wheeler et al., 2015).
Finally, evolutionary algorithms are used to develop controllers in a highway-driving
scenario (Pellecchia et al., 2005) and in TORCS (Macedo et al., 2015; Onieva et al., 2012).

Summary. The large variety of available approaches indicates the past and the current
relevance, as well as the challenges for the modeling of human driver behavior. In general,
many methods follow a hierarchical concept which splits the task of driving into different
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modules, and a probabilistic approach seems to be important for sufficient consideration
of the inherent human variability. While control-theoretic approaches achieve impressive
results considering robustness and overall driving performance, a precise imitation of the
complex individual human decision processes seems challenging with a medium number of
parameters or handcrafted objectives. Contrarily, existing data-based approaches may have
better imitation capabilities but often struggle with robustness and driving performances.

1.4 Probabilistic Movement Primitives

When humans repeatedly execute specific tasks, all demonstrations incorporate some
variability resulting from human imprecision and intentional adaptation. Hence, any
description of human trajectories requires a direct consideration of this variance (Calinon
et al., 2007; Paraschos et al., 2018). In the following, the concept of ProMPs (Paraschos
et al., 2013, 2018) is shortly summarized as it will be used throughout this thesis for a
probabilistic description of driving lines.
Here, it is assumed that there are Ndemo demonstrations of driven laps in a data set D,

where each demonstration i contains Nvar traces of different states. Each demonstration
is resampled to Nz grid points in phase space z and subsequently represented as a single
vector τ z,i ∈ R(NvarNz)×1. Now, a series of NBF equally distributed Radial Basis Functions
(RBFs) is defined

bl (z) = exp

(︄
−(z − cl)

2

2h

)︄
, (1.17)

with function index l ∈ {1, 2, . . . , NBF}, phase variable z, constant width h, and equally
distributed centers of the functions cl. All basis functions are assembled into the basis
function matrix

Φz =

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎣

b1 (z1) b2 (z1) · · · bNBF
(z1)

b1 (z2) b2 (z2) · · · bNBF
(z2)

... ... . . . ...
b1 (zNz) b2 (zNz) · · · bNBF

(zNz)

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎦ ∈ RNz×NBF , (1.18)

with NBF columns, where column l contains bl (z) evaluated at the Nz equidistant grid
points in the phase space. Subsequently, Φz is aggregated into

Ψz =

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎣

Φz,v1 0 · · · 0
0 Φz,v2 · · · 0
... ... . . . ...
0 0 · · · Φz,vNvar

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎦ ∈ R(NvarNz)×(NvarNBF), (1.19)
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for a total of Nvar state variables, with Φz = Φz,v1 = · · · = Φz,vNvar
.

The weight vector
wi = (Ψ⊺

zΨz + ϵI)−1Ψ⊺
zτ z,i ∈ R(NvarNBF)×1 (1.20)

is derived using ridge regression for each demonstration trajectory τ z,i and regularization
factor ϵ. By fitting a Gaussian distribution N (µw,Σw) over the Ndemo demonstration
weight vectors with mean µw and variance Σw

µw =
1

Ndemo

Ndemo∑︂

i=1

wi ∈ R(NvarNBF)×1, (1.21)

Σw =
1

Ndemo

Ndemo∑︂

i=1

(wi − µw) (wi − µw)
⊺ ∈ R(NvarNBF)×(NvarNBF) (1.22)

it is possible to describe the distribution of driving lines for a driver on a particular track
efficiently.
Subsequently, an arbitrary number of new driving lines which are similar to all demon-

strations can be generated by sampling a weight vector from this distribution
w∗ ∼ N (µw,Σw) (1.23)

and using
τ ∗
z = Ψzw

∗ (1.24)
to retrieve a new driving line in the original formulation which could be subsequently
used for simulation. Furthermore, the assumption of a Gaussian distribution allows
concatenation and conditioning of ProMPs, a property that is useful for generalization
and adaptation abilities.

1.5 Contributions

As previous work on driver modeling partially concentrates on different settings such as
highway driving (Kuefler et al., 2017; Morton et al., 2017; Pellecchia et al., 2005) or
car-following (Chong et al., 2011), and either shows insufficient robustness or limited
imitation qualities, its direct application in a race car engineering context is practically
difficult.
This thesis introduces novel ideas and methods for the analysis and modeling of human

behavior in particularly challenging environments such as race driving. In particular, this
work contributes:
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A modular approach for imitating human race driver behavior. Inspired by knowledge
on race driver behavior and architectures from autonomous driving, the Probabilistic
Modeling of Driver Behavior (ProMoD) framework is presented as a modular approach for
the imitation of human race drivers. This framework is continuously refined, extended,
and extensively evaluated throughout this thesis, finally resulting in a human-like race
driver model that is able to imitate individual driving styles, to generalize to new tracks,
and to learn from experience.

A method to objectively analyze individual race driving styles. In order to objectively
evaluate and assess race driver characteristics, this work introduces the Driver Identification
and Metric Ranking Algorithm (DIMRA) which aggregates time-series data of complete
laps into a conclusive set of metrics. These metrics can be subsequently used for driving
style analysis, comparisons between different drivers, and driver grouping.

Extensive evaluations using data from professional race drivers. To the best of knowl-
edge, this is the first time that a driver modeling framework is derived from and trained on
data from professional race drivers, and also evaluated to this extent in a realistic race car
simulation environment. Furthermore, extensive evaluations of DIMRA on real track data
and simulator data underline the fact that even top-class race drivers exhibit individual
driving styles when operating the vehicle at the handling limits.

A better understanding of race driver behavior. Finally, this work is intended to con-
tribute to a better understanding of human race driver behavior in general. Analyses
of driver actions, individual driving styles of professional race drivers, and an expert
interview of a race engineer yield novel insights into driver characteristics.

Hence, this work contributes to a better understanding, objective analysis, and precise
and more robust modeling of human race driver behavior. Furthermore, the general
framework should be applicable to similarly challenging control tasks as well.

1.6 Thesis Outline

This thesis is structured as shown in Figure 1.6. It is recommended to read the chapters
in logical order. In the remainder of this work, the basic framework is developed and
continuously refined:
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Chapter 2
A Probabilistic Framework for 
Imitating Human Race Driver 

Behavior

Chapter 3
Identification and Modeling of 

Race Driving Styles

Chapter 4
An Adaptive Human Driver 

Model for Realistic Race Car 
Simulations

Chapter 1
Introduction

Chapter 5
Conclusion

Figure 1.6: Thesis structure: following this introduction in Chapter 1, the three main Chapters 2, 3, and
4 partially build upon each other. Hence, it is recommended to read them in the logical order
as indicated by the solid arrows. Finally, Chapter 5 concludes this thesis by summarizing the
achievements and giving an outlook on future research.

A Probabilistic Framework for Imitating Human Race Driver Behavior. Chapter 2 is
based on an article that was previously published in the IEEE Robotics and Automation
Letters (Löckel et al., 2020) and introduces ProMoD as a novel framework for the modeling
of human race driver behavior using supervised learning. Different experiments in the
simplified OpenAI Gym car racing environment demonstrate that ProMoD produces
reasonable probabilistic driving policies which outperform end-to-end supervised learning
and DAgger.

Identification and Modeling of Race Driving Styles. Chapter 3 focuses on the objective
assessment of race driving styles by introducing DIMRA, and on the extension of ProMoD
to the considerably more challenging Porsche Motorsport driving simulator using data
from professional race drivers. The evaluation shows that DIMRA finds a subset of lap-
based metrics which achieve a distinction of different drivers with accuracies of up to 98%
and additionally demonstrate its transferability to real track data and applicability to real
use cases. Experiments with the extended ProMoD framework indicate that the learned
policies reasonably reproduce the human driver behavior with competitive lap times and
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are robust to changes in the vehicle settings. This chapter is based on an article that is
currently in press in the Vehicle System Dynamics journal (Löckel et al., 2021).

An Adaptive Human Driver Model for Realistic Race Car Simulations. Chapter 4 con-
centrates on the learning and adaptation behavior of the human driver. Literature and an
expert interview with a professional race engineer give important insights into general
adaptation processes, as well as an idea of how drivers start to drive on a new track.
Based on these findings, different methods are introduced to extend the generalization
ability of ProMoD by estimating driving line distributions for unknown tracks, as well
as mimicking general adaptation techniques in order to represent the learning process
of the human driver. The evaluation of these methods is carried out using the Porsche
Motorsport driving simulator and shows that the methods allow ProMoD to complete
almost competitive laps on unknown tracks, as well as correcting driving mistakes from
previous laps and learning from experience. This chapter is based on a preprint that is
available on arXiv (Löckel et al., 2022).

Conclusion. Chapter 5 concludes this thesis by summarizing the main achievements
and current limitations of the introduced methods, as well as giving an outlook on future
work and use cases.
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2 A Probabilistic Framework for Imitating
Human Race Driver Behavior

In this chapter, we present a novel approach for driver behavior modeling in the context
of car racing and evaluate it on a simplified vehicle model from OpenAI Gym (Klimov,
2016). This work is intended to pave the way for imitating human race car driver behavior
in more complex settings like the Porsche Motorsport Driving Simulator environment
(Fritzsche et al., 2017), and to gain a better understanding of human race drivers in
general. The flexibility of our approach potentially facilitates application to a number of
other imitation learning tasks as well. In this context, future research could adapt the
proposed framework to other problems, especially to engineering tasks involving human
in the loop simulations.

2.1 Problem Statement & Notation

Driving a vehicle at the limits of handling, as present in car racing, is a complex skill that
is influenced by numerous factors (Bentley, 2011). The human driver’s choice of actions
does not solely depend on the current vehicle state, but also on prior knowledge and
experience (MacAdam, 2003). Learning such human driver behavior in the context of car
racing is a challenging and complex problem, mainly due to four reasons:

1. multiple, partially unknown influencing factors exist (Bentley, 2011),

2. driver behavior is stochastic due to self-adaptation and human inconsistency (Bentley,
1998, 2011),

3. even though two drivers achieve similar or equal performances, there could be
considerable differences in their driving styles (Trzesniowski & Eder, 2017),

4. small differences in the choice of actions potentially results in large path-deviations
or even destabilization of the vehicle (Krumm, 2015).
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A suitable driver model should be able to mimic the complex individual driver behav-
ior and is required to be sufficiently robust at the limits of handling while being data
efficient. Furthermore, it needs to capture the correlations and variance inherent in the
demonstrations, in order to express human adaptation and imprecision.
Hence, we aim to learn a policy πM : x ↦→ u which maps the current vehicle state x to

car control inputs u, imitating an unknown stochastic expert policy πE. The policy πM is
learned from demonstration data D for each driver individually, where Dk

i,j ⊂ D is the ith
of Ndemo demonstration laps on race track j by driver k and contains trajectories τ of all
available simulation states. Finally, πM should be robust, generalizable, and similar to the
human driving style πE, measured by a set of metricsM.
The main contribution of this chapter is hereby the development of a structured way of

learning such a stochastic policy πM at the limits of handling. Our work is intended to
bridge the gap between a robust policy, which is working well at the limits of handling,
and an accurate imitation of the human driver including its variability characteristics.

2.2 Probabilistic Modeling of Driver Behavior

Every human driver exhibits a certain amount of variability, even when driving in a
deterministic simulator environment. This variability results from either intentional
adaptation in order to optimize driving, or inconsistency which leads to slightly different
control inputs (Bentley, 1998, 2011). Therefore, the human driver can be interpreted as
a non-deterministic system which motivates a probabilistic modeling approach.
In this chapter, we propose ProMoD as a modular framework to approach the problem of

driver behavior modeling. Inspired by autonomous driving system architectures (González
et al., 2015; Maurer et al., 2016; Nolte et al., 2017) and knowledge of driver behavior
(Bentley, 1998, 2011; Kegelman, 2018; Krumm, 2015), the basic model structure contains
different modules as illustrated in Figure 2.1.
As we are operating in a simulated environment, all vehicle states and the position

relative to the track are known exactly. ProMoD splits the task of driving into learning
a target trajectory (Global Target Trajectory) and following this trajectory by generating
driving control inputs from a neural network (Vehicle Control). ProMoD extends the basic
idea of trajectory tracking (Wei et al., 2013) through a short-term Local Path Generation
and by a probabilistic representation of the target trajectory. This architecture enables the
model to express self-adaptation and human inconsistency, as discussed in the following.
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Simulation Environment Global Target Trajectory

Action Selection

Local Path Generation

Vehicle
Control

ProMP

Clothoids

Vehicle States

Track

Perception

Figure 2.1:We introduce the novel ProMoD architecture: for a specific track, ProMPs are utilized to describe
a global target trajectory distribution in order to express human variability. Short-term Local Path
Generation constructs clothoids to represent a path from the current vehicle position to a future
target position in a compact way. A neural network maps this path information and basic vehicle
states to car control actions, imitating the expert driving style. Picture for Simulation Environment
from (Dr. Ing. h.c. F. Porsche AG, 2019a).

2.2.1 Global Target Trajectory

Every race driver has a quite precise idea of where the car should go, not only in the
current situation but also some time ahead. Race drivers keep such a mental image in
their heads for the whole track layout, knowing where to brake, shift, turn in or accelerate
at every point of the track (Bentley, 2011). However, these trajectories are driver-specific,
are modified over time due to adaptation, and the resulting movement of the car is strongly
influenced by human inconsistency (Bentley, 1998, 2011; Krumm, 2015; Trzesniowski &
Eder, 2017). Hence, a universal single target trajectory does not exist, which motivates
to learn a distribution of all demonstrated trajectories from a specific driver and track.
ProMPs (Paraschos et al., 2013) provide a suitable probabilistic representation of these
demonstrated trajectories including motion variability and inherent correlations.
In ProMoD, we choose to learn a single ProMP from demonstrations in order to rep-

resent the global target trajectory in a probabilistic way. This procedure is described in
Algorithm 1. For a specific driver k on track j the process iterates over every single demon-
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Algorithm 1 Fit ProMP
for i← 1, Ndemo do

τ z,i ← TemporalModulation(Dk
i,j)

wi ← RidgeRegression(τ z,i)
end for
µw,Σw ← FitGaussian(w1, ...,wNdemo

)

stration i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , Ndemo} and performs a temporal modulation of the corresponding
data Dk

i,j initially. All trajectories are scaled into a normalized time frame with the phase
variable

zi = żi t ∈ [0, 1] (2.1)
and phase change

żi = dzi/dt = 1/tendi (2.2)
where tendi denotes the length of demonstration i. Then, this data is sampled equidistantly
to Nz grid points via cubic interpolation. The resulting time normalized trajectories of
positions x and y, and velocities ẋ and ẏ of the car are grouped into the target vector τ z,i.
Subsequently, these time series are projected into a weight space via ridge regression

on NBF = 38 RBFs and a Gaussian distribution is fitted as detailed in Section 1.4. The
resulting mean µw and variance Σw directly encode the distribution of all demonstrated
trajectories in the lower dimensional weight space.
By drawing a sample weight vector w∗ from N (µw, Σw), we are able to reconstruct

sample trajectories τ ∗
z similar to the demonstrations. The execution speed, and hence the

velocities ẋ and ẏ can be adjusted by adaptation of the phase change ż. Subsequently, this
sample can be used as a global target trajectory for a specific driver on a predefined track
which should be followed by the Vehicle Control.

2.2.2 Vehicle Control

As the decision-making processes of human drivers are complex and hard to model, we
decide to utilize a neural network for the lower-level Action Selection. Hence, the definition
of a proper input representation is crucial. While the Perception1module represents the
basic feedback from the car and gives information on the stability and current movement
speed with the input vector xP , the Local Path Generation is responsible for short term
movement planning based on the global target trajectory and current vehicle position,
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and returns the input vector xLP. A multilayer recurrent neural network is trained to map
this information to the corresponding control actions, as detailed in the following.

Perception. The utilized perception feature vector

xP =
[︁
vx vy Ψ̇

]︁⊺ (2.3)

consists of the longitudinal and lateral velocities of the car vx and vy, and its yaw rate Ψ̇ in
the vehicle-fixed coordinate system. These three basic vehicle states contain information
on the vehicle’s stability and its future position and angle and are therefore of great
importance for the driver. The current stability of the car is indicated by the ratio vy/vx
and the yaw rate Ψ̇, while the future position and yaw angle of the car can be predicted
by integration of vx, vy and Ψ̇.

Local Path Generation. The previously introduced Global Target Trajectory finds a target
driving line around the track which is similar to the demonstrated driving lines and
represents the long-term path planning of the driver. During driving, a human mainly
focuses on specific points of the upcoming track segment (van Leeuwen et al., 2017), and
the vehicle might deviate from the global path due to minor mistakes. Hence, the driver
needs to plan a future driving line to the upcoming parts of the global trajectory, which
motivates the development of a flexible and universal short-term path planning module.
From a race driver’s perspective, humans are using specific visual anchor points around
the track and plan the short-term vehicle path relative to these points (Krumm, 2015).
We base our approach on this assumption and utilize clothoids to provide a compact

representation of the planned path. A single clothoid is defined by three parameters,
where κ represents the curvature at the starting point, dκ the change in curvature per
unit of length, and L the total length of this trajectory representation (Bertolazzi & Frego,
2015). The Local Path Generation part of ProMoD consists of two clothoids as visualized
in Figure 2.2. The first clothoid shown in dark grey is fitted to start in the CoG parallel to
the velocity vector v of the vehicle and ends on the global target trajectory with a short
preview time tp1 = 250ms to provide essential information in order to neutralize lateral
path deviation. Important information for the longitudinal control of the car is generated
by the second clothoid shown in green, extending the preview of the upcoming target
1Note, that the meaning of perception differs from autonomous driving architectures. While we utilize the
term for the basic feedback the driver receives from the car, autonomous driving architectures normally
use it to denote the process of identifying obstacles, environmental conditions, and other road users
(Maurer et al., 2016).
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v

Figure 2.2: Local Path Generation using clothoids (own illustration with background picture adapted from (Dr.
Ing. h.c. F. Porsche AG, 2017)): two clothoids are fitted to represent the short-term planning of
the driver. The dark grey dotted line starts in the CoG of the car and ends on the global target
trajectory shown in red after a short preview time. The second clothoid drawn in green extends
this preview and gives information on the upcoming curvature of the global target trajectory.

trajectory with tp2 = 500ms.2 The resulting Local Path Generation features are defined as
xLP =

[︁
κ1 dκ1 L1 κ2 dκ2 L2

]︁⊺ (2.4)
with subscripts 1 and 2 denoting the first and second clothoid respectively.

Action Selection. While the previously presented modules provide a mapping from
vehicle states x and the ProMP to relevant features xP and xLP, the Action Selection in
ProMoD is intended to imitate the complex control selection process of the human driver.
We utilize a recurrent neural network to model the nonlinear mapping from the joint
feature vector xF to the continuous control inputs u:

xF =
[︁
x⊺
P x⊺

LP

]︁⊺ ↦→ u =
[︁
δ g b

]︁⊺
, (2.5)

with steering angle δ in deg, and g ∈ [0, 1] and b ∈ [0, 1] denoting the throttle and brake
pedal actuation respectively. As the decisions from a human driver do not solely depend
on the current situation but also on previous sensory inputs and gathered experience,
utilization of a recurrent architecture is important. The internal states of a Gated Recurrent
Unit (GRU) layer might be interpreted to be related to the memory of a human driver. An
overview of the neural network architecture is given in Figure 2.3.
2tp1, tp2, and l are treated as tunable hyperparameters. Optimal values might vary, depending on the
simulator, vehicle, and human driver.
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Figure 2.3: Action Selection: we utilize a multilayer recurrent neural network to model the complex driver
action selection process. Grey and red boxes show information on layer type, the utilized activation
function, and the number of neurons. The GRU layer incorporates short-term dependencies across
multiple time steps, and is required to achieve a more realistic imitation of the human action
selection process. For training, each sample contains features of the current and the previous
l = 4 time steps.2

2.2.3 Training Procedure

The training procedure for the complete driver model is described in Algorithm 2. For a
specific driver k, the process iterates over all tracks j and learns a global target trajectory
distribution parametrized by µw ,j ,Σw ,j for each track individually as defined in Algorithm
1. Furthermore, we consider all demo data to extract the features xF and corresponding
actions u for each time step. While the perception features xP are a subset of the vehicle
state x, the Local Path Generation features xLP are generated by fitting the clothoids with
preview times tp1 and tp2 to the actually driven future driving lines when training the
driver model. We aggregate all features XF and corresponding actions U for all demo
data from the human driver and utilize it to train a neural network for Vehicle Control.
The policy πM : x ↦→ u of the resulting driver model is parametrized by µw,Σw which
are track dependent, and the parameters of the neural network, which are valid for all
tracks. The probabilistic representation of the Global Target Trajectory module makes πM

a stochastic policy that fulfills all previously defined requirements.
For utilization of πM to drive a race car autonomously in a simulated environment, a

global target trajectory is sampled from the previously learned ProMP initially. At each
time step of the simulation, the current vehicle position is matched to the closest position
on this sample trajectory to generate suitable previews for the Local Path Generation
features xLP. The resulting joint feature vector xF of the current time step is subsequently
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Algorithm 2 Train ProMoD
XF,U ← ∅

for j ← 1, Ntracks do
µw ,j ,Σw ,j ← Fit_ProMP(j, k)
for i← 1, Ndemo do

XP ← Perception(Dk
i,j)

XLP ← LocalPath(Dk
i,j , tp1, tp2)

XF ← XF ∪
[︃
XP

XLP

]︃

U ← SelectActions(Dk
i,j)

U ← U ∪U
end for

end for

NN← TrainNN(XF,U)
πM ← µw,Σw,NN

mapped to car control actions u by the neural network. This process iterates until the
vehicle finishes the current lap or leaves the track. Then, a new target trajectory could be
sampled to start a new lap.

2.3 Evaluation

In order to evaluate the performance of the proposed ProMoD framework, we benchmark
our approach in a simulated car racing setting against basic imitation learning algorithms.
The approaches are tested on data from human drivers and on synthetic data, both
generated in a simulated environment. Three metrics are defined to assess the similarity
between the drivers and the corresponding driver models. In addition, the imitation
quality of ProMoD is compared to both baseline approaches using an experiment inspired
by the Imitation Game (Turing, 1950). Finally, the robustness of ProMoD is verified on a
modified vehicle model with reduced grip on multiple tracks.
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Figure 2.4: OpenAI Gym CarRacing-v0 environment: simulation environment used for the experimental study
(Klimov, 2016). Black tire marks indicate that the vehicle is driven at the limits of handling.

2.3.1 Experiment Design

We utilize a slightly modified and reparametrized version of the OpenAI Gym CarRacing-v0
Environment (Klimov, 2016) for the evaluation.3 This environment, shown in Figure 2.4,
simulates a rear-wheel driven race car and visualizes the current driving situation in a
top-down view, enabling a human driver to control the car via a steering wheel and pedals.
The vehicle modeling approach has medium complexity, neglecting vertical dynamics but
describing horizontal dynamics in a nonlinear way. Each tire is considered separately,
and the resulting forces acting on the chassis are calculated based on the tire velocities
which corresponds to a nonlinear two-track model (Schramm et al., 2010). We choose
this modeling approach as

1. it is complex enough to express the fundamental vehicle characteristics when driving
at the limits of handling, allowing over- and understeering of the race car,

2. it is easily extensible and interpretable, and

3. it is publicly available and could be used as a standard benchmark.

To evaluate the performance of ProMoD, we utilize data from four regular human
drivers and synthetic data from a PID controller. Each of these experts is requested to
drive ten laps on five different tracks as fast as possible in the simulation environment.
Human drivers were given as much time as they requested to get used to the simulation
environment and to each track. Besides that, they were allowed to restart a lap from
the beginning at any time of this experiment. The PID controller was carefully tuned to
drive fast and robustly on a set of predefined driving lines. As will be shown in the next
3Modifications made to facilitate human control with continuous inputs. Changed parameters: FPS +200%,
road width +25%, engine power −80%, friction limit −30%, brake force −87%, steering ratio = 8
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Figure 2.5: 3D visualization of Global Target Trajectory generation using a ProMP: thick, light grey lines
represent track boundaries, dark grey trajectories demo data from the human expert, and light
red trajectories samples from the fitted ProMP. The mean trajectory is shown in blue.

Subsection, those experts have considerably different driving styles and skill levels which
should be imitated as closely as possible. We use this collected data to run an offline
training of ProMoD, where Figure 2.5 shows the learned ProMP for Driver 1 on Track 1.
In addition, we test two basic imitation learning algorithms as baseline approaches:

1. end-to-end supervised learning using the same set of training data as ProMoD,

2. online learning using an adapted version of DAgger (Ross et al., 2011), which starts
from the same data set, but gathers corrective demonstrations from the expert driver
during the training procedure. These corrective actions should help to recover from
mistakes when leaving the original data distribution.

Both baselines utilize the same neural network architecture as given in Figure 2.3 and
are trained on the same total amount of demonstration data as ProMoD for comparability
reasons. Due to the non-modular structure of both approaches, the feature definition
differs from ProMoD. While utilizing identical features for the basic vehicle state xP, we
replace the ProMoD path planning features xLP with information on the vehicle position
and the track layout according to knowledge on driver behavior:
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1. the lateral deviation from the track centerline,

2. the heading error relative to the track centerline, and

3. the curvature of the current and the upcoming 14 track segments, where the sign
indicates corner directions.

2.3.2 Similarity of Driving Styles

In order to judge the similarity between the learned policy πM and the expert policy πE

in an objective way, we define a set of metricsM based on the current state of research
in driver analysis (Trzesniowski & Eder, 2017). These indicators quantify certain driver
characteristics and allow objective comparisons of driving styles on a specific track. The
lap time tend can be considered as the most straightforward metric, where lower and
less variant values indicate a better skilled and more experienced driver. More complex
expressions, depending on the demonstrated action trajectories are defined in the following.
The steering aggressiveness

Msteer =
1

|Tint|

∫︂

Tint

⃓⃓
⃓δ̇
⃓⃓
⃓ dt, (2.6)

Tint =
{︂
t ∈ R

⃓⃓
⃓ 0 ≤ t ≤ tend ∧ δmin < |δ (t)| < δmax

}︂
(2.7)

integrates the absolute value of the steering velocity δ̇ during regular cornering defined
by δmin and δmax, and normalizes it with the total cornering duration |Tint| =

∫︁
Tint

1 dt.
Small values of Msteer correspond to a smoother style of steering the car, while higher
values indicate a more aggressive steering or more corrections. The braking aggressiveness
Mbrake is defined equivalently with δ replaced by b. Figure 2.6 compares the driving styles
of the five experts to the styles of the corresponding imitating driver models. ProMoD
is able to finish the track for all drivers, showing a slightly increased imitation accuracy.
An overlay of steering trajectories from a human expert and the corresponding ProMoD
model is shown in Figure 2.7. The driver model is able to capture the steering amplitudes,
velocities, and the corresponding distribution.
In addition to this objective assessment of similarity, we query the subjective perception

of humans with a Turing-like test for race driver imitation. For this purpose, we randomly
select ten demonstrations from all human drivers and ten imitations from all five tracks
for each approach. All videos are shown to five human experts which are asked to judge,
whether a lap was generated by a human, or by a driver model. Table 2.1 specifies the
experiment protocol and lists the averaged results. In total, 40% of the laps generated by
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Figure 2.6:Metrics evaluation for comparison of driving styles: metrics of the four human drivers (Driver
1 to 4) and the synthetic driver (Driver 5) for ten laps on Track 1 are visualized with the box
plots in dark grey, indicating different driving styles and skill levels. Whisker ends represent the
min/max values. ProMoD is capable of successfully finishing ten laps for each driver with the
resulting metric distribution shown in red. We utilize a Kruskal–Wallis test (significance level of
α = 0.05) to test the null hypothesis, that samples from the two groups (expert and ProMoD) are
from populations with equal medians. The resulting p-value for each driver-metric combination is
printed next to the box plots. For all human drivers, we have 0.2 ≤ p ≤ 0.94, indicating that there
is no statistically significant difference in the median between the human drivers and ProMoD.
For Driver 5, however, there is very strong evidence to reject the null hypothesis. This might result
from the fact, that its synthetic control policy differs substantially from human behavior and
can not be represented by ProMoD. Direct supervised learning, visualized in blue, and DAgger,
shown in yellow, did not finish (DNF) the laps for Driver 2, 3, and 4. The lack of a defined target
trajectory in the baseline approaches combined with less consistent demonstrations seems to
reduce robustness. The resulting metrics of the baseline aproaches are single values due to the
deterministic policies and indicate a slightly reduced imitation accuracy.
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Table 2.1: Turing-like test for race driver imitation - contingency tables for ProMoD and baseline approaches:
we use a Turing-like test to judge, whether an imitating driver model can be distinguished from
real drivers by human observers. This subjective analysis is done for ProMoD and both baseline
approaches with identical conditions. For each driver imitation algorithm, we randomly draw ten
demonstrations by human drivers and ten imitations generated by the corresponding approach
from our database initially. These records are rendered such that the resulting videos show the
car, the track, and the surroundings in a top-down view similar to Figure 2.4. Subsequently, we
shuffle each set of 20 videos to a random order and show those three sets of videos to five human
experts (two drivers who are familiar with the toy model, and three engineers with knowledge
of vehicle dynamics). Each of these experts is then asked to judge, which videos are generated
by human drivers or by an imitating driver model (conditions: no time limit, playback can be
paused or restarted; available information: each set contains ten videos from an unknown modeling
approach and ten videos from human drivers with different driving styles and skills). The results
are summarized in the three contingency tables below, comparing the assessment of the human
observers to the ground truth, averaged over all experts. Green values in the upper left and lower
right cells represent correctly classified human and robot demonstrations divided by the total
number of demonstrations, while red values in the lower left and upper right corners indicate
both types of misclassifications. Hence, low misclassification rates refer to a driver modeling
algorithm that is easily distinguishable from human driving. Both baseline approaches yield total
misclassification rates of 22% and 24% respectively, while ProMoD achieves 42%, indicating that
our approach is considerably more difficult to distinguish from human driving.

ProMoD Truth
Human Robot Σ

Ju
dg

ed Human 28% 20% 48%

Robot 22% 30% 52%

Σ 50% 50%

Offline Truth
Human Robot Σ
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dg

ed Human 39% 11% 50%

Robot 11% 39% 50%

Σ 50% 50%

DAgger Truth
Human Robot Σ
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ed Human 38% 12% 50%

Robot 12% 38% 50%

Σ 50% 50%
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Figure 2.7: Steering trajectories: comparison of the steering trajectories from human demonstrations, shown
in dark grey, and generated by ProMoD, shown in red, on the reference vehicle. ProMoD is able to
reproduce the distribution of the demonstrated steering trajectories with similar amplitudes and
velocities. This indicates a similar style of steering the car.

ProMoD were considered to be driven by a human, and 44% of the human-driven laps
were interpreted to be driven by the imitating ProMoD driver model. On the contrary, both
baseline approaches achieved considerably lower, symmetric confusion rates of 22% and
24%, respectively. This indicates, that the driving styles of ProMoD models are not easily
distinguishable from real human driving in contrast to end-to-end supervised learning
and DAgger.

2.3.3 Robustness

In order to assess the robustness of ProMoD and the other imitation learning approaches,
we test them on the five known tracks, but with a reparametrized vehicle which is unknown
to all driver models. We reduce the tire grip to 90%, leading to an earlier saturation of the
tire forces. This results in a less stable vehicle that is considerably more difficult to drive.
Hence, the number of successfully finished tracks with the modified vehicle is used as an
indicator for robustness. Figure 2.8 visualizes the results. As ProMoD is a probabilistic
driver model, we evaluate the number of finished tracks with multiple samples from the
learned global target trajectory distribution, here denoted as attempts. When considering
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Figure 2.8: Robustness test: the three imitation learning approaches are tested on five known tracks, but
with the tire grip reduced to 90%. This limitation makes the car more difficult to drive. Given 10
attempts (samples from Global Target Trajectory), ProMoD is able to finish all tracks for all drivers
except Driver 4, considerably outperforming the other imitation learning algorithms.

only a single attempt, ProMoD is able to finish more tracks than the other imitation
learning approaches on average. For ten attempts, ProMoD finishes all tracks for all drivers
except Driver 4, indicating increased robustness for varying conditions. Modification of
other vehicle parameters in further tests yields similar results.

2.4 Conclusion

In this chapter, we present ProMoD as a modular framework for the modeling of driver
behavior in a simulated environment. Our approach is intended to mimic human driv-
ing styles and represent inherent variability while being robust against varying vehicle
parametrizations at the limits of handling. To achieve this goal, we utilize ProMPs to learn
the distribution of demonstrated driving trajectories, containing the position and speed of
the vehicle. Sampling from this distribution yields a target trajectory that is similar to the
demonstrations. Information on the current vehicle state, as well as clothoids fitted to the
upcoming target trajectory form the input representation for a recurrent neural network
which is responsible for lower-level Action Selection. Experiments in a simulated car racing
setting compare the performances of ProMoD and basic imitation learning algorithms.
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Our approach shows an increased imitation accuracy and robustness, potentially allowing
to assess the drivability and performance of new vehicle parametrizations. In a Turing-like
test, we analyze the visual distinguishability of laps generated by human drivers and the
imitating driver models. The experiments indicate that ProMoD models are considerably
more difficult to distinguish from human drivers compared to both baseline approaches.
Due to the modular architecture of ProMoD, it is possible to extend our approach in var-

ious ways in future work. In the next step, ProMoD should be tested and evaluated on the
complex Porsche Motorsport Driving Simulator environment with data from professional
human race car drivers, checking the applicability of our approach for driving at the limits
of handling. Temporal alignment of the demonstration trajectories, a more robust training
method, as well as an extended input representation might be able to further enhance
imitation accuracy. Additionally, a method to identify and describe different race driving
styles is required to objectively evaluate the imitation quality of ProMoD and to support
modern race car engineering.
In future work, the probabilistic representation of the target trajectory could be used to

iteratively adapt the driving line in order to represent human self-optimization. This may
be achieved via conditioning of the learned ProMP or by situative modulation of the vehicle
velocity. Furthermore, a method to estimate the global target trajectory distribution for
new tracks where no demonstration data exists could extend the generalization abilities
of our driver model.
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3 Identification and Modeling of Race Driving
Styles

Today’s motorsport industry constantly strives to engineer the fastest car subject to the
regulations of the corresponding racing series. In the past decades, this development
focused on finding the best vehicle parts, software, or the global setup of a car, and various
specific metrics have been derived to describe vehicle characteristics in an objective way
(Baruh, 2014; Milliken & Milliken, 1995; Schramm et al., 2010). Such metrics are utilized
for the iterative development of the vehicle and its setup in order to optimize performance
on track, while also the role of the driver and his individual driving style are known to
have a significant impact on the final result. For this reason, a repetitive process of testing
on track, interviewing the driver, checking data, implementing a change to the car, and
then starting the next iteration is well established. At the same time, this process is still
relatively inefficient considering the progress that full vehicle simulation has brought to
the industry.
In modern race car engineering, the race drivers, as well as their driving styles, also play

substantial roles during the virtual car development process (Fritzsche et al., 2017). In
particular, HDiL simulators as shown in Figure 1.5 allow to test and evaluate characteristics
of specific parts or vehicle setups with explicit consideration of individual driving styles.
The realistic, dynamic simulation environment is well suited to safely and efficiently record
valuable time-series data which form an important basis for this work.
Whereas in the past, vehicle simulations were mainly executed offline using predefined

maneuvers, it is now possible to directly include the race driver into the development
loop, considerably raising the quality of the tests and reducing the need for on-track
testing. However, while a larger number of tests and iterations could be beneficial for
the optimization of the overall vehicle performance, HDiL simulations are real-time and
only one at a time, therefore still costly and time-consuming. In order to further increase
the number of simulations, while maintaining the involvement of the driver to assess
the drivability of the car, the development of an accurate human-like driver model is
mandatory. In addition, to evaluate the model’s imitation quality, a data-based method to
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objectively describe and distinguish driving styles is required. In this chapter, we present
a meta-framework that addresses both challenges:
1. A detailed data-based analysis yields insights into individual race driving styles.
A novel framework guides the derivation and automatic selection of appropriate
metrics to describe and distinguish different driving styles.

2. The previously developed approach for the modeling of race driver behavior (Löckel
et al., 2020) is considerably extended and adapted to a complex simulator environ-
ment, aiming to predict actions from professional race drivers. The resulting driver
model is intended to imitate the real driver in a closed-loop simulation.

The remainder of the chapter is organized as follows: The problem statement and notation
in Section 3.1 is followed by the current state of research in Section 3.2. In Section 3.3,
we present the methodology of the DIMRA as well as the extended version of the ProMoD
(Löckel et al., 2020) framework. Both approaches are subsequently evaluated in Section
3.4 with several tests in the Porsche Motorsport simulator environment based on data
from professional race drivers. We conclude this work with Section 3.5, summarizing the
contributions as well as limitations, and giving an outlook on potential future work in
this area. In order to safeguard intellectual property, all data contained in this chapter
are normalized, without affecting the reasoning towards the conclusions. In addition, all
driver names are anonymized.

3.1 Problem Statement and Notation

In motorsports, teams are trying to win races while complying with a given set of rules.
An important subtask to reach this goal is to optimize the vehicle setup and configuration,
such that the average lap time is minimized. This optimization requires fundamental
knowledge of both, the vehicle dynamics and the individual driver behavior. However,
due to its non-deterministic and complex nature, the individual driver behavior is hard to
predict and describe.
Even though two drivers achieve similar lap times, there could be substantial differences

in their driving styles. Figure 3.1a is an exemplary illustration of this fact. Driver C and D
have a considerably different way of steering the car, as represented by the differences
in steering wheel angles, but are equally fast over the complete track layout. At the
same time, even a single driver expresses some variability in a deterministic simulator
environment as visualized in Figure 3.1b.
In this work, we aim to define a set of lap-based metrics M∗ based on continuous

time-series data D. Each metric m ∈M∗ is a scalar value that is calculated for each lap
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Figure 3.1: Analysis of driver characteristics: (a) shows a comparison of steering wheel angles from two
different drivers over multiple laps, where the solid lines visualize the mean steering wheel angle,
and the shaded areas represent one standard deviation from the mean. While both drivers achieve
a similar lap time, their driving styles differ significantly, as Driver C tends to use larger steering
wheel angle amplitudes at most apexes on this track. (b) visualizes the variation of 18 driving
lines from Driver A in three different track sections A, B, and C of the Shanghai International
Circuit. Even in a deterministic simulator environment, driving lines show considerable variance
in subsequent laps. This variability results from both, imprecision and intentional adaptation of
the human driver, and demonstrates the need for a non-deterministic modeling approach.
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and should express specific driver characteristics objectively. In general, a large number
of possible metrics m exists, which motivates the search for the most expressive ones.
A proper definition ofM∗ facilitates objective assessment of driving performance and
identification of individual driving styles.
Subsequently, D will be utilized to train a probabilistic race driver model policy πM by

extending and adapting an existing modular framework. This policy should be similar
to the real, but unknown human expert policy πE measured by the derived metricsM∗

and other experiments. The design of a robust, human-like driver model is particularly
difficult as a race car at the handling limits is hard to control due to small stability margins
and highly non-linear vehicle dynamics (Kegelman, 2018).

3.2 Related Work

The idea that professional race drivers exhibit different driving styles is not new. Already
in 1959, Taruffi stated that “[...] there are small differences even among the best [drivers]
which distinguishes each man’s style, and to a certain extent, his character.”(Taruffi, 1959)
This aspect is underlined by (Bentley, 2011), claiming that “Everyone, in fact, has their
own driving style” and defining different categories of drivers. Besides such a qualitative
assessment, recorded driving data could be utilized to analyze human behavior in greater
detail. A data-driven comparison between racing drivers and non-racing drivers showed
that professional drivers exhibit a higher steering activity, a faster racing line as well as a
more variable gaze behavior which result in faster lap times (van Leeuwen et al., 2017).
Furthermore, an analysis of open race driving data indicated that even between skilled
race car drivers there are considerable differences present in driving lines (Kegelman
et al., 2017). This work was extended by a more detailed analysis which found that
human race drivers operate the vehicle close to the handling limits (Kegelman, 2018).
Similar knowledge on driver characteristics could be used to identify specific drivers or
automatically assign them to a certain driving style. Utilization of a Gaussian Mixture
Model on spectral features of brake and throttle pedal activation already yielded a driver
identification rate of 75.8% (Miyajima et al., 2007).
The previously developed ProMoD framework aims to learn driver behavior in a simpli-

fied race simulation environment by splitting the task into multiple sub-modules (Löckel
et al., 2020). These modules are inspired by knowledge on the decision-making of race
drivers, and aim to encode inherent human variance by learning a driving line distribution
using ProMPs (Paraschos et al., 2013, 2018) and modeling the decision making process
using a recurrent neural network.
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Figure 3.2: Proposed holistic method to assess and model race driver behavior: DIMRA on the left allows
to derive a set of metrics which describe individual race driver behavior. These metrics are
subsequently used to support the extended development and evaluation of the modular race
driver modeling framework ProMoD by objectively evaluating the similarity to human behav-
ior. The modular architecture of ProMoD is inspired by knowledge on the decision making
process of professional race drivers (Löckel et al., 2020). Picture for Simulation Environment from
(Dr. Ing. h.c. F. Porsche AG, 2019a).

Despite the vast number of promising approaches to tackle the problem of driver
characterization or imitation, to the best of the authors’ knowledge there is no framework
yet that is able to combine both for a dynamic task like car racing in a complex simulation
environment. This work is intended to bridge this gap and make a step into the direction
of an objective assessment and more accurate imitation of race driver behavior in order to
support modern automotive engineering.

3.3 Methodology

In order to assess the human race driver and its characteristics sufficiently, we propose
a two-stage holistic method as shown in Figure 3.2. In Section 3.3.1, DIMRA is defined
as a process that allows objective judgment and identification of different drivers and
their driving styles. Subsequently, the herein derived metrics are utilized to support the
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development and evaluation of an extended version of the ProMoD (Löckel et al., 2020)
framework within the Porsche Motorsport simulation environment in Section 3.3.2.

3.3.1 Driver Identification and Metric Ranking Algorithm

Each drive has a unique, characteristic way of handling the vehicle. These differences
between two drivers may be subtle, for example in the gear shifting behavior, or par-
ticularly pronounced like the steering behavior in Fig. 3.1a. At the same time, these
individual driving styles are of particular interest as soon as two drivers achieve almost
identical performance as present in professional motorsports. A good understanding of
the individual driver behavior is crucial for a proper vehicle setup fitting the driver’s
preferences, for developing and adjusting the strategy in endurance races, as well as for
building a virtual driver model. We therefore propose DIMRA as visualized on the left side
of Fig. 3.2, a process which guides the derivation of suitable metrics describing individual
race driving styles:

1. Data is recorded using a professional motorsport driving simulator.

2. Subsequently, lap-based metricsM are created based on continuous time-series
data D in the basic metric definition.

3. In the metric reduction procedure, the most relevant metrics for driver identification
are determined and ranked using Feature Subset Selection combined with cluster
analysis.

4. Finally, clustering algorithms can be used to identify or group laps from different
drivers based on a reduced set of metrics to show variations in driving style.

These specific modules are discussed in the following.

Data Acquisition

With the purpose of obtaining suitable data for the driver identification process, we start
with simulation data from the HDiL simulator shown in Figure 1.5. The dataset contains
time-series data from hundreds of timed laps from different race drivers on different
tracks. In the following, this data will be used to develop track-dependent sets of lap-
based driver metrics which objectively characterize human driving styles while being
directly interpretable.
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Figure 3.3: DIMRA metric examples part 1: examples of different lap-based driver metrics from time-based
data for the first three metric groups. Other metrics can be derived accordingly. Steering: The
red circles represent the maximum and minimum steering wheel angle, the horizontal line the
average value and the arrow the average steering wheel angle velocity. Throttle: The horizontal
line indicates the average throttle position, the marked areas the time in full throttle and the
rising and the falling arrow the average throttle speed / throttle release speed. Brake: The red
circle represents the maximum brake pressure, the horizontal line the average brake pressure, the
marked areas the time braking and the falling arrow the average braking release speed.

Metric Definition

Subsequently, a basic set of driver metricsM is created using expert knowledge. As the
definition of meaningful metrics likely varies between different types of race cars, this step
is intended to give a guideline for a proper selection. We define six fundamental categories
of metrics: Steering, Throttle, Brake, Combined, Driving Line and Shift, considering all
driver inputs, combinations of driver inputs, and driving line features. For these groups,
the calculation of a set of metrics is shown exemplarily in Figures 3.3 and 3.4. Depending
on its type, each metric is either calculated time-based (e.g. actuation speed metrics like
braking speed) or distance-based (mainly driving line metrics like apex distance).
Overall, we derive up to 100 metric definitions for a race car in this step, compute

them for the recorded dataset D, and subsequently normalize them in order to reduce
track-specific dependencies and to facilitate direct comparability. This normalization
is achieved by dividing each metric by its root mean square value calculated from all
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Figure 3.4: DIMRA metric examples part 2: examples of different lap-based driver metrics from time-based
data for the remaining metric groups. Other metrics can be derived accordingly. Combined: The
red area represents the integral of the horizontal acceleration for corner entries. The green area
represents the integral of the horizontal acceleration for corner exits. Driving Line: The horizontal
line indicates the average distance to the closest track border (either left or right track border),
the circles mark the distance between the vehicle’s CoG and the corner apex for particular corners.
Shift: Using the gear trajectory we are able to derive metrics such as the time in each gear per lap,
the number of shifts per lap, and, by also considering the engine speed, the average engine speed
during upshifts.

available laps on the specific track. This ensures equal handling of all metrics inside
the clustering algorithm, regardless of their number scales, and also tends to eliminate
track-specific characteristics.1 Despite being handcrafted using expert knowledge, the
resulting number of metrics is still too extensive to be directly analyzed and interpreted.
Hence, we aim to reduce this set as much as possible by analyzing the informative value
of each metric in the next step.

Metric Reduction

In order to lower the computational complexity of the metric reduction procedure, we
start with the elimination of linearly correlating metrics. For this purpose, the Pearson
1Metrics with highly different number scales, e.g. average engine speed (RMS (m) ≈ 8000) and average
distance to track border (RMS (m) ≈ 5), tended to cause irregular results in clustering. This can be
prevented by normalizing each metric using its corresponding root mean square value before clustering.
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Figure 3.5: DIMRA target result: optimal result for the identification and description of driving styles using
feature subset selection and clustering. In this example all lT = 25 laps by d = 5 drivers can be
assigned to the correct driver, resulting in a cluster purity of 100%.

correlation coefficient ρ is calculated for all combinations of the already normalized
metrics (Murphy, 2012). The reduced normalized set Mn is then derived from the
resulting correlation matrix by excluding single metrics with correlations of |ρ| > 0.8, i.e.
metrics, that do not add a considerable amount of information. After this step around
two-thirds of all created metrics are left in the process.
Subsequently, DIMRA aims to find a subsetM∗ ⊂Mn which carries sufficient informa-

tion to describe and distinguish individual driving styles using k-medoids clustering with d
target clusters on lT samples. Ideally, every cluster would exclusively contain all laps from
a specific driver and yield the best separation, as illustrated in Figure 3.5. Considering that
Mn contains Nm metrics, where each metric can be either used or left out inM∗, there
are 2Nm − 1 potential non-empty subset configurations. As evaluating the performance
of every possible set is intractable for large Nm, DIMRA utilizes Sequential Backward
Selection (SBS) (Guyon & Elisseeff, 2003) combined with the k-medoids clustering algo-
rithm as detailed in Algorithm 3, reducing the number of required subset evaluations to
Nm(Nm+1)

2 − 1.
This algorithm starts from the initial set of reduced normalized metricsMn and consists

of a nested loop: The inner loop evaluates the cost of temporarily excluding each single
metric from the current setMstage when utilizing k-medoids clustering. Subsequently, the
outer loop permanently reducesMstage by eliminating a metric, such that the remaining
subset induces the lowest cost. This reduction iterates until only one metric is left in
Mstage. Finally,M∗ is derived by evaluating the logged cost from all subsets and enforcing
N∗

m ≤ 10 for an appropriate size of the subset. Due to the larger amount of information, a
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Algorithm 3 DIMRA: SBS finding a feasible metric subset
Mstage,Minitial ← initialSet
costlog ← {}

for i← Nm, 1 do
for j ← 1, i do
Mtemp ←Mstage \mj

costlog (i, j)← Evaluate(Mtemp)
end for
Mstage ←Mstage \margmin(costlog(i,:))

end for
M∗ ← BuildSubset(Minitial, costlog)

subset with no enforced limit of metrics could possibly lead to a higher separation level
on the lT samples. However, this benefit showed to be too marginal to justify the increase
in interpretation complexity for our practical use cases of driver analysis.
During metric ranking, the cost for a particular set of metrics is derived from two rating

criteria. We primarily aim to maximize the cluster purity which represents how many
laps are allocated correctly to their corresponding driver cluster. Only if this criterion is
ambiguous, the Dunn index is used to prioritize the selection of a subset which leads to
the highest separation level on the lT samples:

1. The cluster purity

CP =
1

lT

∑︂

i

max
j

li,j (3.1)

with lT data points and li,j being the number of data points of class j ∈ {1 . . . d}
assigned to cluster i ∈ {1 . . . k}, is an external evaluation measure ranging between
0% and 100% and utilizes known class labels (Murphy, 2012). The clustering process
of the driving style identification is still unsupervised, and the known labels are
only used for a general performance assessment. To achieve meaningful clusters we
additionally discard subsets that lead to clusters that contain more than 50% of the
data points from two different drivers.
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2. In order to assess the separation of the individual driver clusters, we utilize the
Dunn index

CDI =

min
1≤g≤h≤k

d (g, h)

max
1≤i≤k

d′ (i)
(3.2)

where d (g, h) is the Manhattan distance2 between the centroids of clusters g and h,
and d′ (i) is the maximum distance between two points in cluster i (Dunn, 1973).
This internal measure quantifies the separation grade between clusters by relating
the between-group distances to the within-group distances, where larger values
indicate a better separation.

Due to the utilization of k-medoids, DIMRA supports linear separability and hence straight-
forward interpretability of metrics describing human driving styles.

Driving Style Identification

The resulting subsetM∗ now forms the basis for automated race driving style assessment.
This knowledge allows identifying the driver characteristics during a single driven lap by
analyzing the lap-based metrics and assigning them to a specific driving style. Additionally,
it is possible to create groups of drivers with specific characteristics in their driving,
for example, drivers with a high steering activity, or an aggressive throttle and brake
application. Furthermore, distinctive characteristics of multiple drivers could be revealed.
This knowledge may also aid driver training to provide objective feedback to improve the
performance of other drivers.

3.3.2 Probabilistic Modeling of Driver Behavior

In order to model human race driver behavior in a complex simulated environment, the
modeling framework should facilitate imitation of specific drivers and the inherent human
variance, while being robust enough to complete full laps with competitive performances.
For this purpose, we extend and adapt the ProMoD framework to this considerably more
challenging environment. The original version of ProMoD splits the task of race driving
into four different sub-modules (Löckel et al., 2020):
2We utilize the Manhattan distance d(x⃗, y⃗) = ∑︁n

i=1 |xi − yi| as laps by different drivers showed to differ
rather slightly in multiple metrics, instead of differing greatly in few dimensions. For this kind of data,
the Manhattan distance leads to more distinct results than the Euclidean distance.
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Global Target Trajectory. Time-depending ProMPs (Paraschos et al., 2013) are utilized
to learn a distribution of driving lines based on demonstrated trajectories for each track.
This distribution directly captures the inherent variance of the demonstrations and allows
to sample an arbitrary number of similar new driving lines. However, a sampled target
trajectory is not altered during a lap, which is a simplification of reality.

Local Path Generation. For each new lap, a target trajectory is sampled from the learned
driving line distribution, which should be followed by the driver model. Similar to the real
human driver, ProMoD continuously plans a short-term path for the next few moments.
For this purpose, we utilize clothoids as a compact and meaningful curve representation
to model the path from the current vehicle position to the upcoming target trajectory.

Perception. Besides these path planning features, basic perception features are added.
The perception module represents the sensory input of the driver (i.e. velocities and yaw
rate) and mainly corresponds to basic vehicle states.

Action Selection. Finally, both feature sets are stacked and the combined feature vector
is utilized to train a recurrent neural network, modeling the action selection process of
the human race driver.

With this framework, it was shown for many situations on track, that the driver model
produced reasonable control actions and allowed to simulate complete and human-like laps
in a strongly simplified environment (Löckel et al., 2020). We keep this basic structure, as
it is motivated by knowledge on human driver behavior and offers direct insights into the
decision-making process. To robustly imitate human drivers within the complex simulation
environment, however, it is required to considerably adapt and extend the mentioned
modules as detailed in the following:

Global Target Trajectory

As the previous, time-depending definition of the driving line distributions with ProMPs
causes local distortions due to varying sector times in the complex simulation environment,
we choose a modified, more robust representation as shown in Algorithm 4. We iterate
over all demonstrations for a particular track and initially interpolate the time-series data
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Algorithm 4 Build Global Target Trajectory
for i← 1, Ndemo do

τ x(t), τ y(t) ← Interpolate(Dk
i,j)

τ x(s), τ y(s), τ t(s) ← SpatialMod(τ x(t), τ y(t), s)
wi ← RidgeRegression(τ x(s), τ y(s), τ t(s))

end for
µw,Σw ← FitGaussian(w1, ...,wNdemo

)

for the x and y positions in the inertial frame.3 Subsequently, we perform a spatial mapping
to find the closest point on the track centerline S for each position. This facilitates the
definition of the vehicle position trajectories τ x(s), τ y(s) depending on the distance of
the track center-line s. In order to maintain the information on the vehicle speed, we
additionally consider the time τ t(s) as a function of this distance s. These distance-based
trajectories are now used to build the target trajectory vector

τ s,i =

⎡
⎣
τ x(s)

τ y(s)

τ t(s)

⎤
⎦ (3.3)

for each demonstration lap i, replacing the previously defined trajectory vector in the
phase space τ z,i. This information is subsequently used to derive a single ProMP for each
track, as defined in Section 1.4.
The resulting mean µw and varianceΣw can now be used to sample a new weight vector

w∗ from N (µw, Σw) and to construct a new driving line τ ∗
s, which is finally mapped back

to the time domain using τ ∗
t(s).

Now, this representation facilitates the robust generation of an arbitrary number of
new driving lines which are similar to the demonstrations. The assumption of a Gaussian
distribution is important for future work, as this representation allows straightforward
adaptation and conditioning, as well as a concatenation of multiple ProMPs. At the same
time, however, we cannot directly guarantee that each sample from the driving line
distribution would be valid. In order to increase the amount of successfully finished laps,
we need to run a validity check for each new sample to examine its permissibility and
also its feasibility before simulating it.
3While the representation in the Cartesian space is suitable for the learning of driving line distributions on
tracks where demonstration data exists, a Curvilinear representation might be beneficial when generalizing
distributions to new tracks, or when adapting an existing distribution.
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Permissibility. We consider a sampled driving line as permissible, if it completely stays
inside the drivable area of the track, i.e. on the tarmac, curbs, and parts of the run-off
area. If at least one point lies outside, the sample is discarded.

Feasibility. In addition, we aim to assess the feasibility of a sampled driving line in a data-
based way. A vehicle’s acceleration potential, and hence its ability to follow specific driving
lines at a certain speed, is limited by various factors which are changing dynamically. In
this chapter, we consider a sampled driving line as feasible if the sequences of its velocities
vx, vy and accelerations ax, ay stay within certain separate boundaries derived from the
demonstration data. These limits are defined by the respective enclosing envelopes of
the velocities and accelerations in all demonstration laps of the same track, along the
distance of the track centerline. As this method solely works with a sufficient amount of
demonstration data, it may be extended in future work by utilizing analytical methods,
such as g-g-v diagrams that are based on steady-state simulations. (Milliken & Milliken,
1995; Siegler, 2002; van Koutrik, 2015).

Validity. We consider a sample that is both, permissible and feasible, as a valid driving
line that could be subsequently used for simulation.

Local Path Generation

During simulation, the previously sampled target trajectory is assumed to be the global
driving line the driver wants to follow. In order to model the human driver’s mental
image of the continuously changing, upcoming path, we now utilize constrained poly-
nomials. As visualized in Figure 3.6, we fit cubic polynomials for the x and y direction,
starting in the CoG of the vehicle and ending tangentially on the sampled target tra-
jectory after a predefined preview time. This curve representation with coefficients c1x,
c2x, c3x for the x direction and c1y, c2y, c3y for the y direction seems to provide additional
robustness in comparison to the previously utilized clothoids. The predicted lateral offset
dypre and angle error γpre as well as the predicted speed difference ∆vpre are utilized as
additional path features. This information is used to build the Local Path (LP) feature
vector xLP =

[︁
c1x c2x c3x c1y c2y c3y dypre γpre ∆vpre

]︁⊺
.

Perception

Besides the path planning features, the human driver requires additional information to
drive a vehicle at the handling limits. Utilizing expert knowledge and numerous tests, we
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[︁
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]︁⊺
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Figure 3.6: Local Path Generation: the sampled target trajectory (red) is used as a reference for all features.
Cubic polynomials (dark gray) are constrained to start in the CoG of the car and to end after
a defined preview time tpoly on the target trajectory. The resulting coefficients for the x and y
direction are utilized as features, excluding the bias terms which are constantly 0. In addition,
linear preview features are calculated depending on the predicted vehicle position (blue circle),
which is derived from the current vehicle position and an integration of the current vehicle speed
v assumed to be constant over a predefined preview time tpre. Here, dypre represents the distance
to the closest point on the target trajectory (blue cross). The feature γpre is the angle between
the current movement direction and the tangent of the target trajectory at the closest point.
Finally, ∆vpre represents the difference between the current vehicle speed v and the target vehicle
speed vpre at the closest point of the reference. We found that these linear preview features are
particularly helpful for the short-term path planning to correct minor deviations and to quickly
react to errors, while the polynomial path generation is important for the mid-term planning as,
for example, preparing for an upcoming corner. The parameters tpoly and tpre are tunable which
could influence the performance and robustness of the resulting driver model. In our experiments,
we found that constant tpoly = 2.0s and tpre = 0.3s is functional for all tracks and drivers. Please
note that this setting could vary, depending on the utilized simulation environment and driver
type. Furthermore, a method to automatically select these parameters, as well as a continuous
feasibility check similar to the one from the global target trajectory could be subject to future
research.
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define the perception feature vector xP =
[︁
vx |αr|

]︁⊺ using the longitudinal velocity vx,
which the driver sees on his display, and the absolute value of the rear axle slip angle
|αr| as a stability indicator. We choose the absolute value, as utilization of the signed
value tended to produce oscillations in the steering behavior of the driver model while
not adding much information to improve vehicle stability. The same issue appears for
other lateral features like the lateral acceleration ay or the yaw rate Ψ̇ of the vehicle.
Furthermore, as human drivers tend to pay attention to other information when driving
the simulator, these specific features did not improve the performance of the driver model.
Hence, they are not used in the final configuration of ProMoD.

Action Selection

We combine both feature vectors to model the mapping from the current situation to
human-like vehicle control actions xF =

[︁
x⊺
P x⊺

LP

]︁⊺ ↦→ u =
[︁
δ g b

]︁⊺
, with steering

wheel angle δ, throttle pedal position g, and brake pedal position b. For this mapping, we
utilize a recurrent neural network architecture which is similar to the original ProMoD
architecture. The neural network is then trained on the available demonstration data of a
single driver from multiple tracks. Using this approach, we aim to model the complex, indi-
vidual driver behavior directly from data, instead of manually constructing a control policy
that may lack to capture particular human characteristics, or would require sophisticated
system identification methods to create accurate, individual models. Due to the recurrent
architecture of the neural network, our presented method allows to maintain information
over multiple time steps, aiming to reproduce the dynamics of the human race driver
including complex model properties as, for instance, physiological latencies and muscle
dynamics. However, the previously utilized standard behavioral cloning approach turns
out to fail in this complex simulator environment due to the known issue of compounding
errors: A driving policy trained this way continuously produces small errors in the action
prediction, resulting in an accelerated divergence from the known feature region present
in the training data while driving the car. Such a policy ultimately fails most of the driving
attempts as this divergence leads to driving off-track or crashing the car in such complex
simulation environments.
Recent imitation learning approaches like DAgger (Ross et al., 2011) or DART (Laskey

et al., 2017) attempt to reduce this error by either continuously querying the human
expert during training, or by injecting noise while generating demonstration data, both
resulting in an increased coverage of the feature space. As these approaches rely on
generating new demonstrations, which is costly and not practicable for our purpose, we
propose Multi-Reference Feature Generation as a novel training procedure to increase
robustness: The majority of the features xF are path planning features, which need to be
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Figure 3.7: Training data preparation for ProMoD Action Selection - standard feature calculation: the available
demonstration data from the expert driver contains sequences of samples (time steps) of the
current vehicle position and other states. When preparing the training data, we need to calculate
the LP features for each sample separately. This figure visualizes the standard feature calculation
for a single sample as it was used in the original version of ProMoD (Löckel et al., 2020), with
the track surface (gray), the current vehicle position (red dot), the driving line (red line) and the
generated LP polynomial (yellow line) which represents a path to the future driving line. This
process results in a single feature vector for each time step of the demonstration data.

calculated relative to a specific driving line when preparing the training dataset. At the
same time, we do not precisely know the driver’s intention, but can assume a distribution
of targeted driving lines represented by the derived ProMP. Instead of calculating xLP

relative to the single, future driving line as visualized in Figure 3.7, we could use multiple
samples from the ProMP as references for each time step in order to extend the training
data set as shown in Figure 3.8. This utilization of multiple reference lines during training
of the neural network results in a naturally increased distribution of the path planning
features, covering a considerably larger region of the feature input space. Whereas the
neural network is trained on feature sets that are generated using multiple reference lines,
the resulting driver model is still evaluated with individual, single driving lines sampled
from the ProMP. Even though the human driver does not provide any additional corrective
actions, this modified training data generation results in a considerably more robust driving
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Figure 3.8: Training data preparation for ProMoD Action Selection - Multi-Reference Feature Generation: the
figure shows the new Multi-Reference Feature Generation process, which extends the upcoming
driving line with multiple lines randomly generated by the ProMP (light red). These additional
reference paths are distributed like all demonstrations of the corresponding driver and, hence,
represent relevant possibilities of the unknown driver intentions. For a single time step of the
demonstration data, we are now able to compute multiple LP polynomials, retrieving multiple
feature vectors mapping to the same action. Using this approach, it is possible to considerably
extend the training data in a meaningful way and hence to increase feature space coverage without
querying additional demonstrations. While the driver model is trained on multiple reference lines,
it still is evaluated with single driving lines.

policy after training: The standard behavioral cloning approach consistently finished less
than 1% of all started laps, whereas the modified representation, which is trained using
Multi-Reference Feature Generation but still evaluated using single reference lines, is able
to yield more than 80% successfully finished laps. The unsuccessful driving attempts are
mainly a result of minor driving mistakes in particularly challenging corners which are
not corrected in time by the driver model. Depending on the particular situation, these
small errors are then either causing oversteer which results in spinning, or understeer
which pushes the car off the track. Even though this success rate is still lower compared
to the performance of professional human race drivers, ProMoD is valuable for full vehicle
simulations: The successful laps deliver a good indication of the true vehicle performance,
while the unsuccessful ones could hint at potential setup problems which may also be
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difficult to handle for the real human driver. For future work, we are planning to further
increase the success rate by introducing different learning techniques which aid the driver
model to adapt to new situations and to learn from mistakes.

3.4 Evaluation

In order to evaluate the proposed holistic method, we utilize several hundred laps driven
by professional race drivers in the Porsche Motorsport Driving Simulator, as described
in Section 3.4.1, as well as real track data from a race car. We start with the analysis of
DIMRA and demonstrate that the approach is capable of distinguishing various drivers
on multiple tracks with accuracies between 85% and 97%. Subsequently, the extended
ProMoD framework is thoroughly analyzed and validated using these driver metrics and
several other tests. For this purpose, we train individual ProMoD driver models for each
driver, where each model should be able to drive on different tracks.

3.4.1 Data Acquisition

In the Porsche Motorsport Driving Simulator shown in Figure 1.5, the race car cockpit
is moved by a hexapod mounted on an actuated platform, resulting in 6 + 3 degrees of
freedom. This hardware, combined with a realistic and highly parametrizable vehicle
simulationmodel, is able to reproduce vehicle movements and feedback with a visualization
of the surroundings. The HDiL simulation environment is used to collect data from
professional race drivers on multiple tracks with a race car for the development of the
algorithms and for the evaluation. For each driven lap, the resulting time-series data
contains all simulation states and all driver inputs and hence provides a good foundation
for subsequent analysis and processing. Before utilization, the data is preprocessed and
labeled using heuristics, such that irregular situations like pit lane driving or off-track
driving are removed.

3.4.2 DIMRA

For the evaluation of DIMRA, we utilize the available demonstration data D from the
driving simulator and split it into a training and validation set (50% split) for each track.
Subsequently, we apply DIMRA to each of these training sets and retrieve a track-dependent
M∗ which is then used to evaluate the performance on the corresponding validation set.
Furthermore, we utilize real track data from the Silverstone Circuit as additional test data
to demonstrate the generalization capabilities.
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Figure 3.9: DIMRA progress on data from Fuji Speedway with an initial setMn of 56 metrics: this figure
shows the progress of performance of DIMRA by plotting the achieved purity per iteration on the
training dataset. The red circle indicates the selected optimal subsetM∗ containing nine metrics
and yielding a purity of 98.25%. Finally, the top three metricsM3 marked by the green circle
yield a reduced but still remarkable purity of 93.42%.

Figure 3.9 shows DIMRA’s progress of performance on data from five different drivers
on the Fuji Speedway, where DIMRA is set up to separate all five drivers and their possibly
very similar driving styles. Apart from that, it is also possible to select the number of
clusters to be smaller than the number of drivers, leading to groups of drivers with similar
driving styles. However, to demonstrate the abilities of DIMRA, we start by focusing on the
more challenging setting where we aim to distinguish individual drivers instead of driver
groups. Starting at iteration zero from the metric setMn, the initial driver identification
rate is approximately 83%. Then, at iteration 40 (16 metrics left) the highest rate of
99.56% is achieved. The introduced constraint of N∗

m ≤ 10 metrics, however, causes a
slightly reduced purity of 98.25% for the resulting optimal subsetM∗ indicated by the
red circle. Finally, the top three metricsM3 marked by the green circle still achieve a
purity of 93.42% despite the considerable loss of information compared toM∗. This good
separability and expressiveness is visualized by the scatter plot in Figure 3.10, where the
laps from five different driver form separated clusters in the validation data set. These
results confirm that even equally fast race car drivers differ significantly in their driving
style and that these differences can be expressed by the derived driver metrics. The results
for the training and validation data sets of all tracks are shown in Table 3.1. Here, DIMRA
achieves comparable performances between all training and validation datasets of all
tracks by usingM∗, incorporating between four and nine metrics. Utilization of the top
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Figure 3.10: DIMRA top 3 metrics on data from Fuji Speedway with an initial setMn of 56 metrics: the figure
shows these top three metrics of the validation dataset in a scatter plot, where the different
colors indicate laps from the five drivers. Here, Steering1 quantifies the number of changes in
the steering direction, while the Braking1 metric measures how fast the driver releases the brake.
The third metric, Combined1 represents the time where both, brake and accelerator pedal are
used at the same time, clearly separating left foot brakers from right foot brakers.

Table 3.1: DIMRA evaluation on four different tracks: for each track, DIMRA is used to find the optimal metric
subsetM∗ and the top 3 metricsM3 using the respective training dataset. On the corresponding
validation datasets,M∗ yields a purity between 86% and 97%, showing a good separability of
different driving styles. Even on real track data from the Silverstone Circuit,M∗ achieves a purity
of 86.52%, indicating that DIMRA finds metrics which are transferable to real world data.

Track # metrics inM∗ # drivers Dataset PurityM∗ PurityM3

Fuji Speedway 9 5 Training 98.25% 93.42%

Validation 97.37% 94.74%

Circuit des 24 Heures
(Le Mans) 7 4 Training 98.95% 88.42%

Validation 87.23% 87.23%

Shanghai International Circuit 4 4 Training 90.74% 87.96%

Validation 86.11% 85.19%

Silverstone Circuit 9
5 Training 96.09% 90.23%

Validation 93.49% 89.25%

3 Track Data 86.52% 82.98%
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Figure 3.11: Spider chart of the Fuji validation dataset forM∗ driver metrics: the diagram compares the
average metric values between all drivers, scaled to the minima and maxima. For this track,
M∗ contains metrics of the metric groups Braking, Combined, Driving Line and Steering. The
nets of the different drivers, and hence their individual driving styles measured byM∗ differ
considerably.

three metricsM3 for each track results in a reduced, but still remarkable performance.
Finally, the real track data from the Silverstone Circuit is clustered with a purity of
86.52% usingM∗, indicating that the extracted metrics are transferable to real-world
data with comparable performance. Now, the derived metrics can be used for an objective
comparison of individual race driving styles. The spider chart in Figure 3.11 visualizes
all metrics inM∗ for the five drivers on the Fuji Speedway, normalized to the maximum
values. This diagram facilitates a direct comparison of the individual driver characteristics
and highlights differences as well as similarities. In addition, these metrics are detailed in
Table 3.2. However, depending on the track and the combination of drivers present in the
dataset the metrics contained inM∗ may differ. Therefore, a comprehensive initial set
Mn which contains metrics from various groups, as explained in Figures 3.3 and 3.4, is
key to meaningful results. Further experiments using DIMRA indicated, that not only the
driving style but also a specific driver can be identified on multiple available tracks and
car setups.
For the final evaluation step of DIMRA, we test the method on a real-world problem

that arises in endurance racing. When races last 6, 12, or even 24 hours multiple drivers
have to be assigned to the same car and drive it alternatingly, only switching the driver’s
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Table 3.2:Metric ranking results of DIMRA for Fuji Speedway dataset: the first nine metrics are contained
inM∗ and achieve a cluster purity of 98.25%. A slightly higher cluster purity of 99.56% could
be achieved with a subset consisting out of 16 metrics. For the purpose of driving style analyses,
metric sets with N∗

m ≤ 10 metrics turned out to be practical.
Rank Metric Definition
1 Combined1 total time of simultaneous throttle and brake actuation
2 Steering1 count changes of steering direction
3 Braking1 avg. brake release speed
4 Combined2 avg. horizontal acceleration per throttle actuation
5 Line1 avg. distance to closest track border
6 Combined3 max. engine speed
7 Steering2 max. steering wheel angle
8 Combined4 avg. grip utilization corner exit
9 Line2 avg. distance to closest track border while braking
10 Line3 std. corner entry speeds
11 Throttle1 total time of no throttle application
12 Steering3 avg. steering speed on center steering
13 Braking2 avg. brake speed
14 Combined5 count oversteer situations
15 Combined6 avg. horizontal acceleration during cornering
16 Braking3 max. brake actuation

seat during the pit stops. As the vehicle setup has to be fitted to the drivers’ characteristics,
a naturally resulting requirement is that drivers with similar driving styles should be
grouped together and race using the same vehicle. In the particular use case, there are
two cars with two drivers each (Driver 1 and 2 are in Group A, Driver 3 and 4 are in
Group B), and a new driver (Driver 5) should be assigned to the most similar driver group.
For this purpose, a real-world test was done with both cars, where Drivers 1 to 4 drove
multiple laps with their already assigned cars, and Driver 5 drove additional laps on both
cars. Based on this real track data we use DIMRA to calculate all metrics for all laps from
Drivers 1 to 4, and subsequently start the metric reduction process with Groups A and B
as two target clusters with the performance progress shown in Figure 3.12. The resulting
metric setM∗ is then calculated for all laps from Driver 5 and subsequently clustered with
the metrics from all other drivers. Here, almost all laps from Driver 5 get clearly assigned
to Group B with a purity of 99.4% which confirms the prior subjective expectations given
by experienced race engineers. Furthermore, the top three metric setM3 still achieves a
high purity of 97.5% with corresponding group assignments shown in Figure 3.13 and
the scatter plot of all laps visualized in Figure 3.14. As a result, Driver 5 is assigned to
race with Group B, which underlines the real-world applicability of DIMRA and its ability
to identify driving styles across different vehicle setups.
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Figure 3.12: Supporting driver grouping with DIMRA - progress: starting with an initial set of 29 metrics,
DIMRA maintains a high purity through all iterations. With a resulting metric setM∗ containing
N∗

m = 10metrics, DIMRA achieves a purity of 99.4%, indicating that almost all laps were correctly
assigned to the expected clusters. The top three metrics setM3 still achieves a purity of 99.4%.
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Figure 3.13: Supporting driver grouping with DIMRA - clustering assignments forM3: as initially expected,
the already grouped Drivers 1 and 2 are assigned to Group A and Drivers 3 and 4 are assigned to
Group B. The new Driver 5 is clearly assigned to Group B as well.
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Figure 3.14: Supporting driver grouping with DIMRA - top three metricsM3: even when only using three
metrics, two clearly distinct clusters are formed. Whereas Driver 1 and 2 correspond to one
cluster (Group A), Driver 3, 4, and 5 correspond to the second cluster (Group B). Hence, Driver
5 should be assigned to Group B which also corresponds to the initial subjective expectations of
the responsible race engineers.
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3.4.3 ProMoD

The evaluation of the extended ProMoD framework is carried out on the complex vehicle
and track model from the Porsche Motorsport Driving Simulator shown in Figure 1.5. We
aim to train an individual driver model for different drivers available in the demonstration
dataset D. For this purpose, we fit driving line distributions for each driver on every track
and train individual networks for the action selection. These models are subsequently
evaluated in a number of tests with different vehicle settings, aiming to demonstrate the
human-like behavior and robustness of our approach. To underline the generalization
abilities of the driver model while still leveraging the full amount of valuable demonstration
data, we utilize slightly changed vehicle setups for the evaluation experiments. This means
that we are comparing demonstration laps driven on a particular vehicle setup to laps
generated by ProMoD on a marginally modified vehicle setup, slightly altering the vehicle
dynamics but not changing the general drivability, stability, or performance of the vehicle.
Using this procedure, we can show that ProMoD is not simply copying the driver input
traces present in the demonstration data, but do still manage to use the full amount of
available demonstration data which is beneficial to train a robust driver model.
We start this evaluation with a general test of ProMoD using signal overlays of ten

demonstration laps from Driver A, and ten randomly selected, completed laps generated
by the imitating driver model on the Silverstone Circuit. Figure 3.15 visualizes the driving
lines of all laps, indicating that ProMoD generates a similar distribution of paths as the
imitated driver. This even holds true for particularly challenging corners as shown in the
zoom-in. Boxplots of the resulting lap times are shown in Figure 3.16a, revealing that
ProMoD is capable of producing laps with competitive lap times and a similar distribution.
An overlay of the three driver actions is finally shown in Figure 3.16b. Considering the
general shape, ProMoD produces human-like control actions, as well as accurate braking
points, with only small anomalies. The general competitiveness is particularly noteworthy,
as driving a race car at the handling limits is a challenging task even for experienced
drivers. These results are underlined by the imitation of the steering behavior of Drivers
A, C, and E visualized in Figure 3.17.
In order to objectively evaluate the similarity to human behavior as well as the ability

to imitate individual driving styles, we utilize the results from DIMRA. We calculate the
derived driver metrics for laps generated by the ProMoD driver models and compare them
to the driving styles from the corresponding human drivers. Figure 3.18 shows a scatter
plot of the top three metricsM3 on the Silverstone Circuit for three human drivers, and
for their corresponding driver models, indicating that ProMoD tends to generate laps with
individual driving styles.
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Figure 3.15: General analysis - driving lines: for this part of the experimental validation, we randomly select
ten flying laps from a specific driver and another ten flying laps from the imitating driver model
on the Silverstone Circuit and compare them using different overlay plots. This visualization
shows the driving lines from the professional race driver (dark gray) and from the imitating
driver model (red) over the track’s tarmac (light gray area). ProMoD captures the driving line
distribution of the demonstrations with only slight deviations. The enlargement at the bottom
left of the plot shows the particularly challenging high-speed "Club" corner (turn 18) in greater
detail. Demonstrations and imitation laps partially exceed the light gray area, as drivers are
driving over curbs for faster laps.
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Figure 3.16: General analysis - lap times and driver actions: (a) compares the lap times (normalized to the
median lap time of the demonstrations - smaller values indicate faster laps) using boxplots. Here,
ProMoD is able to keep the pace of the real driver and follows a similar distribution while using
a slightly altered vehicle setup with no noticeable difference in drivability and performance.
(b) shows the corresponding overlay of all driver actions over the normalized lap distance and
indicates, that ProMoD generates similar driver actions, considering braking and turn-in points,
amplitudes, and general shape. However, small anomalies occur during straight-line driving,
where ProMoD partially lifts the throttle by a negligible amount. This error might be fixed using
adaptation techniques in future work.
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Figure 3.17: Comparison of steering behavior: the subfigures show overlays of the normalized steering wheel
angles of five laps from Drivers A, C, and E, and the imitating ProMoD driver models in a chicane.
Here, the individual driver models tend to reproduce the steering behavior of the corresponding
driver considering the steering amplitudes and speeds with small deviations for Driver C. It is
particularly noteworthy that the pair Driver A and ProMoD A tends to complete the considered
segment with a reduced steering wheel angle amplitude compared to the pairs C and E.
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Table 3.3: Cluster assignments of ProMoD laps using DIMRA metricsM∗: for Driver A, C, and E 25 randomly
selected laps generated by the individual driver models on the Silverstone Circuit (columns) are
assigned to the individual driver clusters derived from DIMRA (rows). The majority of the laps
from ProMoD are matched to the corresponding, targeted driver clusters. This underlines that
ProMoD tends to learn individual driving styles.

ProMoD A ProMoD C ProMoD E Σ

Cluster A 23 0 1 24
Cluster C 0 25 0 25
Cluster E 2 0 24 26

Σ 25 25 25 75

This individual similarity is underlined by an additional experiment detailed in Table
3.3, where these laps are automatically assigned to the individual driver clusters derived
by DIMRA.
In addition to this objective analysis of the driving style, we aim to assess the subjective

similarity to humans with an experiment inspired by the Turing-Test (Turing, 1950).
Similar to an experiment in previous work (Löckel et al., 2020), we randomly select five
demonstration laps from Driver A, as well as five laps generated by the corresponding driver
model. These laps are subsequently rendered in the simulation environment, visualizing
the vehicle on track, as well as all driver inputs, the vehicle speed, and all forces acting on
the car. This set of ten videos is then shuffled and presented to a group of six persons,
consisting of vehicle development engineers and engineering students. The test persons
are then asked to decide, which lap was generated by the driver model and which lap
was driven by a professional race driver. The summarized results of this experiment
with the correct assessments, as well as the confusion rates are shown in Table 3.4. The
Turing-like test indicates that it is not easy for a human observer to visually distinguish
the demonstration laps from the laps generated by the imitating driver model.
In order to assess the robustness of ProMoD, we additionally test the trained driver

model in four situations that were not available in the training data. For this purpose, we
generate rollouts of ProMoD with
1. a new vehicle setup (Setup A), which introduces changed vehicle dynamics com-
pared to a "Base Setup" without considerably altering the general drivability and
performance of the vehicle, on the Silverstone Circuit,

2. Setup A with a grip reduction of 5%, resulting in reduced maximum tire forces and,
hence, considerably reduced vehicle performance, on the Silverstone Circuit,
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Figure 3.18: DIMRAM3 scatter plot for ProMoD: the three most important metrics for distinguishing driving
styles are plotted for three human drivers and their corresponding driver models with 25 randomly
selected laps on the Silverstone circuit. Throttle2 and Braking2 represent the average throttle
and brake pedal actuation speed, while Combined1 is the total time where throttle and brake are
used simultaneously. Here, ProMoD produces laps with driving style metrics close to the metrics
of the imitated human driver. Despite small deviations, this experiment indicates that ProMoD
tends to generate laps with the aimed individual driving styles.
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Table 3.4: Turing-like test for race driver imitation: a group of six test persons is asked to distinguish human-
driven laps from laps generated by the virtual driver model. This contingency table shows the
summarized results, where the green values in the upper left and lower right corner indicate
correct assessments, and the two red values are the corresponding confusion rates. With a total
misclassification rate of 43.33%, this experiment indicates that the laps generated by ProMoD are
not easily distinguishable from the human-driven laps.

ProMoD Truth
Human Robot Σ

Ju
dg

ed Human 28.33% 21.67% 50%

Robot 21.67% 28.33% 50%

Σ 50% 50%

3. Setup A on a mirrored version of the Silverstone Circuit, testing the driver model
performance on new tracks,

4. and Setup A with a grip reduction on the mirrored Silverstone Circuit.

For each of these test cases, we randomly select ten completed laps from ProMoD and
plot the resulting normalized lap time distributions as shown in Figure 3.19. We compare
the resulting lap times to the laps from Driver A on the Silverstone Circuit driving the
Base Setup with equal vehicle performance potential. As there are neither demonstration
laps available with such a considerably reduced tire grip, nor on the mirrored version
of the Silverstone Circuit, we evaluate the corresponding lap time distributions for the
other settings using conventional lap time estimation approaches. These methodologies,
as partially presented in (Gadola et al., 1996; Siegler, 2002), analytically estimate a
theoretically possible lap time using the vehicle simulation model. While these approaches
consider individual driver behavior and drivability issues only to a certain extent or not at
all, they still present a good indication of the theoretical vehicle performance and, hence,
are used as an additional, objective criterion. In this experiment, ProMoD is not only able
to finish laps in unknown, considerably challenging situations, but also to approximately
match lap time expectations.
An issue that often arises in the optimization of the vehicle setup with conventional lap

time estimation approaches is the aspect of drivability. While a certain configuration of
the vehicle might be faster in theory, a human driver might have difficulties driving such a
car consistently and would have to take higher risks of crashing it.
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Figure 3.19: Robustness and sensitivity study: in order to evaluate the generalization abilities and robustness
of the trained driver model, we test it with a modified vehicle setup on the Silverstone Circuit
(SVT), a mirrored track configuration which is unknown to the model, and with considerably
reduced tire grip. We analyze the normalized lap times from Driver A on the Base Setup in gray,
and from ProMoD (Setup A, mirrored track, reduced tire grip) in red. The underlying green
areas visualize the expected lap times from a conventional lap time estimation approach. For
Setup A, ProMoD produces lap times that are close to the demonstrations and the conventional
estimate. When considering this setup with a grip reduction of 5%, the tire force potential
of the vehicle is considerably reduced, resulting in higher lap times. Even though this vehicle
configuration is unknown to the driver model (no similar demonstration data available), the lap
time distribution approximately matches the expected lap times from the conventional estimate
and is only slightly too slow. The additional tests for the mirrored track configuration produce
similar results, indicating that ProMoD can generalize to modified vehicle configurations and new
tracks, and approximately generates expected sensitivities to changes in the vehicle configuration.
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A common example of this phenomenon is the aerodynamic balance of a vehicle

Raerobal =
Fz,aero,f

Fz,aero,f + Fz,aero,r
(3.4)

which relates the aerodynamic downforce on the front axle Fz,aero,f to the total aerody-
namic downforce Fz,aero,f + Fz,aero,r (Newbon et al., 2017). Two different aerodynamic
balances, resulting from different rear wing settings, are illustrated by Figure 3.20a.
When considering a vehicle setup with a more rearward aerodynamic balance, the

aerodynamic downforce on the rear axle is relatively larger compared to the front axle.
This usually results in a larger force potential of the rear tires relative to the front tires and
makes the vehicle more stable in mid- to high-speed situations and hence easier to control.
At the same time, the risk of understeer increases, which tends to make the vehicle slower
during cornering and hence increases lap time.
When directly optimizing the vehicle setup on lap time without considering the influence

of the human driver, a shift to a more forward aerodynamic balance could be usually
observed as illustrated by the steady-state lap time sensitivity in Figure 3.20b. Hence, the
resulting setup tends to increase the risk of oversteering the car. While such a vehicle is
faster in theory, it is considerably more challenging for a driver to control and incorporates
an increased risk of crashing it. In order to evaluate the sensitivity of ProMoD to such
vehicle characteristics, we simulate several laps with two different vehicle setups as
shown in Figure 3.20c. Here, we compare a baseline nominal vehicle setup (blue) on the
Silverstone Circuit to the same setup, but with a reduced rear wing angle (red), which
decreases downforce on the rear axle and hence results in a forward aerodynamic balance
with the known effects. When tasking human drivers to test such a vehicle in the simulator,
the feedback after the session would be that the vehicle is very difficult to control and
that the driver feels not very confident with it. Interestingly, ProMoD can qualitatively
reproduce these expected results: While the mean lap time of the vehicle setup with the
flat rear wing is considerably reduced, as expected by the theoretical lap time estimation
approaches, considerably fewer laps were finished due to mistakes as the vehicle is more
difficult and risky to drive.
For the final evaluation step, we test the ability of the driver modeling approach to

utilize driver assistance systems in a human-like way. Figures 3.21a and 3.21b show an
overlay of Traction Control (TC) interventions as well as corresponding metric distributions
for the human driver and the imitating driver model on the Motorland Aragón track.
Here, ProMoD is able to produce human-like activations of the driver assistance system
considering amplitudes, average utilization, and occurrences on track. This result is
particularly important, as the developed driver modeling framework may be applicable
for the development and tuning of driver assistance systems in other use cases.
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Figure 3.20: Setup sensitivity on aerodynamic balance with two different rear wing settings: (a) illustrates
two exemplary options to set up the aerodynamic balance of the vehicle through different rear
wing settings. A standard setup on the left (blue) indicates a nominal aerodynamic balance.
The modified vehicle setup on the right with a reduced rear wing angle (red) decreases the
aerodynamic downforce on the rear axle (as indicated by the red arrows) and hence results
in a more front-based aerodynamic balance. Picture adapted from (Dr. Ing. h.c. F. Porsche
AG, 2019a). (b) qualitatively indicates the general lap time expectations using conventional
lap time calculation approaches for different aerodynamic balances. A nominal setup with a
well-balanced aerodynamic distribution (blue marker) yields reasonable performances while still
being controllable for a human driver. Contrarily, a rather aggressive setup with a front-based
aerodynamic balance (red marker) would theoretically achieve better performance but is very
challenging to control for a human race driver. As conventional lap time calculation approaches
can consider such drivability aspects only to a certain extent, we test the performance of the
nominal and the front-based setup using the ProMoD driver model. (c) shows the resulting
lap time distributions for the finished laps, normalized to the mean lap time of the nominal
vehicle setup. Here, ProMoD qualitatively reproduces the results we would normally expect
when running such an experiment with a human driver. Whereas the driver model finishes a total
of 436 laps with the nominal setup, it successfully completes only 279 laps for the front-based
setup. At the same time, the mean normalized lap time is considerably reduced by 0.34%, which
corresponds to 0.41s for an exemplary lap time of 120s.
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Figure 3.21: Interaction with driver assistance systems: in order to evaluate the applicability of ProMoD for
the development and testing of driver assistance systems, we analyze the TC interventions during
35 flying laps from Driver A (gray) and from the imitating driver model (red) with comparable
vehicle setups on the Motorland Aragón track. (a) shows an overlay of the strength of all TC
interventions over the normalized lap distance in the first half of the track. Here, Driver A utilizes
the TC system in four different corners, which is also approximately reproduced by ProMoD
considering the positions and amplitudes. This is underlined by the detailed analysis in (b),
where we integrate the intervention strength over the normalized lap distance for each lap and
intervention and generate boxplots for the resulting metric distributions. These TC integral
distributions from ProMoD approximately match the metrics from Driver A, indicating a similar
utilization of this driver assistance system. Hence, ProMoD might be well suited for testing and
evaluating TC configurations and possibly other driver assistance systems.
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3.5 Conclusion

In this chapter, we present a novel holistic method for the analysis and the modeling
of human race driver behavior. In order to analyze individual driving styles, we define
DIMRA as a general process to find an interpretable set of suitable lap-based metrics.
Based on expert knowledge and data from professional race drivers, DIMRA starts with the
basic metric definition and calculation. Subsequently, linear correlation analysis as well as
SBS are used to reduce the number of metrics while maintaining sufficient information
for driving style identification. The resulting metric subset M∗ can then be utilized
for an objective assessment and separation of individual driving styles using k-medoids
clustering. For the second part of the holistic method, we present a considerably extended
and adapted version of ProMoD which is applicable to the Porsche Motorsport Driving
Simulator. Utilization of distance-based ProMPs with a validation procedure for sampled
driving lines, modified path-planning and perception features, as well as a Multi-Reference
Feature Generation as a novel training approach allows to train a robust driver model.
In the evaluation, we show that DIMRA is able to derive a small set of meaningful

lap-based metrics, which allow to separate the driving styles of multiple race drivers
using clustering methods. ProMoD is extensively evaluated using several tests in the
complex Porsche Motorsport Driving Simulator model. A general comparison shows, that
the driver model is able to drive the car around the track with competitive lap times,
and control inputs similar to the real human race driver. Subsequently, a driving style
analysis with the previously derived metrics from DIMRA indicated that ProMoD can
imitate the individual race driving style of the corresponding driver to a certain extent.
The subjective Turing-like test showed that the laps driven by ProMoD are not easily
distinguishable from human-driven laps by human observers. In addition, the robustness
is tested using a different vehicle setup, considerably reduced tire grip, and a mirrored
track configuration which is unknown to the driver model. Here, ProMoD is able to
finish laps despite these considerably changed conditions, and to approximately match
conventional lap time estimates. An evaluation of ProMoD on a new vehicle setup with a
considerably shifted aerodynamic balance qualitatively reproduced the expected results.
Finally, a signal overlay and metric analysis on a different race track show that even the
utilization of the TC system is comparable to the real human driver.
These experiments demonstrate that the developed holistic method may be of great

support for data analysis and testing in motorsports. In addition, the approaches may aid
the development of road cars and driver assistance systems by already considering human
driver behavior in early development stages using simulations. Despite these promising
results, the applicability of ProMoD is currently limited to tracks where a ProMP can be
derived and, hence, where demonstration data exists. We are going to address this issue
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in the next chapter by developing a method to estimate driving line distributions for new
tracks based on track boundary features and available data from other tracks. In addition,
ProMoD is not yet able to learn from mistakes in order to actively adapt its driving policy
to changing vehicle dynamics and to optimize the overall vehicle performance around the
track. As professional race drivers excel in this task, ProMoD is further extended in the
next chapter to actively optimize its own driving by modifying the learned driving line
distribution and features.
Finally, the setup sensitivities should be further evaluated in future work by comparing

the results from ProMoD to the sensitivities of human drivers using additional HDiL
simulator studies.
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4 An Adaptive Human Driver Model for
Realistic Race Car Simulations

As introduced, a good understanding and modeling of the human driver are crucial for
modern vehicle development in professional motorsports to further improve the perfor-
mance of the driver-vehicle system. At the same time, the human decision-making process
during racing is extremely complex and thus difficult to model, as:

1. many influencing factors exist,

2. vehicle dynamics are highly nonlinear and race cars are usually driven at the handling
limits, and thus difficult to control,

3. each driver exhibits an individual driving style,

4. the generalization and adaptation mechanisms are complex and difficult to incorpo-
rate in a driver model.

While challenges 1-3 have been successfully addressed in the previous chapters, the
problem of understanding and imitating the human adaptation process remains unsolved.
With this work, we intend to identify and understand the most important adaptation and
learning techniques mastered by professional race drivers, contribute to the modeling of
driver behavior by developing two methods to mimic this behavior, and to evaluate the
proposed methodology within a realistic HDiL simulator as shown in Figure 1.5.
A well-fitting driver model is not only useful for advancing autonomous driving and

racing technology but also to support the modern vehicle development process. Such a
model could considerably extend and improve full vehicle simulations, ultimately enhanc-
ing the resulting vehicle performance and development efficiency, while being much less
expensive compared to HDiL simulations.
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4.1 Problem Statement and Notation

In order to further extend the modeling of human race driver behavior, we aim to learn
an adaptable human-like control policy πM which maps the current overall state x to
the vehicle control inputs u = [δ g b] composed of steering wheel angle δ, throttle pedal
position g and brake pedal actuation b. This policy should be able to robustly maneuver
a race car at the handling limits while being similar to the unknown internal driving
policy πE of human experts. At the same time, this expert policy is non-deterministic
due to natural human imprecision and intentional adaptation, and able to generalize to
new situations as, for example, new race tracks. In this chapter, we aim to approach the
problem of modeling this adaptation and generalization behavior by:
(a) identifying and understanding the most important adaptation and learning mech-
anisms through related work and an expert interview with a professional race
engineer,

(b) using these findings to considerably extend a data-based driver modeling approach,
and

(c) evaluating the developed methods using data from professional race drivers and a
state-of-the-art motorsport simulation environment.

Consequently, the resulting driver-specific control policy πM should be able to generalize
to unseen tracks and exhibit certain adaptation characteristics comparable to the human
driver.

4.2 Related Work

A variety of related work describes car racing from the driver’s perspective, analyzes
racing techniques, driving lines, and the complex decision processes in greater detail,
and contributes to a better understanding of the human driver in general (Bentley, 1998,
2011; Kegelman, 2018; Krumm, 2015). Nevertheless, the task of modeling human driver
behavior remains highly challenging and several approaches have been presented as
introduced in Section 1.3. Besides that, research on personalized driver modeling is
available that targets specific human individuals (Deng et al., 2020; Schnelle et al., 2017;
Shi et al., 2015). However, all of these models do not consider human adaptability and
are also partially limited to only model steering as a car control input.
The ProMoD framework which was introduced, tested, and continuously refined in

the previous chapters has already been demonstrated to be capable of completing full
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laps with a competitive performance by mimicking professional race drivers in a realistic
HDiL simulation environment. Related to this, there seems to be a shift from linear and
time-invariant models of human manual control to nonlinear and time-varying approaches
that are apparent in current research trends (Mulder et al., 2017). In particular, adaptation
over time is identified as a key aspect of human behavior that should and can be modeled
by moving towards time-varying models. While the ProMoD framework is shown to work
well in many situations, it is still lacking the functionality of a time-varying model, i.e.,
the ability to learn driving on unknown tracks and to adapt and learn from gathered
experience from driven laps. As such learning and adaptation aspects play fundamental
roles in competitive motorsports, any robust and accurate driver modeling approach
should be able to reflect them.
Human adaptation behavior with respect to adaption times for changing road types in a

driving simulator is analyzed, yet not modeled in the work of (Ronen & Yair, 2013). Past
research on modeling driver adaptation to sudden changes of the vehicle dynamics takes
into account limb impedancemodulation and updating of the driver internal representation
of the vehicle dynamics (Deborne et al., 2012). However, this related work focuses
exclusively on the lateral dynamics with a first-principles approach without a superordinate
objective such as lap time.
With our work, we considerably modify and extend ProMoD to model human driving

adaptation - to the best of our knowledge, for the first time in the racing context. Due
to the modular architecture, the driving policy is adapted in a transparent manner. We
contribute to a better understanding of human race driver behavior, considerably enhance
the quality of a modern driver modeling approach, and aim to pave the way for more
accurate vehicle simulations and, potentially, future autonomous racing.

4.3 Methodology

As a proper understanding of the human race driver is fundamental for modeling its learn-
ing techniques, we ground our methodology on key insights from literature, supplemented
by findings of an expert interview with a professional race engineer1 for LMP12 race cars.
The adaptation principles are identified in Section 4.3.1 and extended by a brief summary
of the recently presented ProMoD driver modeling framework. In Section 4.3.2 we present
a novel way to generalize the driver model to new tracks. Finally, Section 4.3.3 introduces
1A race engineer works at the interface between the driver and the vehicle, trying to help the driver work
with the vehicle and to find a vehicle setup tailored to the driver’s needs.

2Le-Mans-Prototypes represent a top class of race cars used in different endurance racing series with races
lasting up to 24 hours.
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a new method to optimize driving similar to a real race driver based on experience from
previous laps.

4.3.1 Adaptation Principles

Race drivers constantly pursue better racing performance in the presence of new tracks
and modified vehicle setups. In this section, we aim to understand the most important
principles for the adaptation behavior of race drivers. We gather the following key insights
from literature, extended with an expert interview3 of a professional race engineer in
Appendix - Expert Interview:

Objective: (delta) lap time. Drivers aim to drive as fast as possible and minimize the lap
time in order to win races (Braghin et al., 2008). Hence, drivers tend to pay attention
to their delta lap time, i.e. relating the current lap to the previous or the best lap.3 Any
modifications to the vehicle setup or environmental influences are handled as disturbances
by adapting the control policy.3

Risk awareness. Race drivers are particularly risk-aware and constantly test for the
vehicle limits (Kegelman, 2018). Furthermore, they aim to optimize performance by
starting from a safe region and improving their driving incrementally.3

Hierarchy. Brake points and speed profile are related hierarchically in a sense that,
starting from anchoring and shifting the brake points, the corner-entry speed follows
as a consequence and influences the performances of the entire corner (Bentley, 1998;
Krumm, 2015). Finally, the driving line follows from the speed profile and the driver tries
to control these three aspects in the same hierarchical order.3

Initialization - Driving on new tracks. When starting on a new track, drivers tend to
compare all new situations and corners to their experience from other tracks (Bentley,
1998; Krumm, 2015). This information is used to get an initial guess of reasonable brake
points and driving lines, which is subsequently refined.3 The initialization of brake points
begins already before starting to drive, while the speed profile and the driving line are
initialized during the first few laps.3 After initialization, drivers are able to complete the
lap with a close to competitive lap time.3
3Findings from the expert interview are marked with this footnote. A summary of the interview is given in
Appendix - Expert Interview.
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Iteration - Adaptation rules and quantities. The general adaptation strategy seems to be
similar for all drivers, where adaptation of the braking, i.e. brake points and peak brake
pressure is particularly important.3 By fine-tuning them, drivers manage to achieve better
performances.3
To summarize and simplify the problem, we set up the following qualitative model:

Race drivers optimize delta lap-time as a function of brake points, peak brake pressure,
and other variables as visualized in Figure 4.1. This function is parameterized through
the vehicle setup. To solve this problem, the brake points variable is initialized in the
“Preparation" phase in a safe region, i.e., such that the lap can be completed. Speed and
driving line are initialized in hierarchical order during the “Warm-Up" phase. Afterward,
drivers iteratively adapt and try out changes on all three hierarchical levels during “Fine-
Tuning". Eventually, they arrive close to the optimizer shown as a star on the top of Figure
4.1. This point usually lies close to the boundary of the safe set, as the driver will be
operating the vehicle at the limits of handling.
The previously introduced ProMoD framework combines knowledge and ideas from

both, race driver behavior and autonomous driving architecture. Its modular architecture,
where each of the modules represents fundamental steps in the decision-making process
of a human race driver, now allows to directly adapt the driver model on different levels
in a transparent manner. In contrast to end-to-end learning, black-box behavior is avoided
in order to increase interpretability. In the following, we present methods to generalize
and adapt this driver model in two different phases. First, the ‘Track Generalization" is
introduced in Section 4.3.2 to address the “Preparation" and “Warm-Up" steps identified
from the interview (see Figure 4.1). Afterward, the iterative “Fine-Tuning" is modeled
by “Feature Adaptation" in Section 4.3.3. The overall adaptation process is visualized in
Figure 4.1.

4.3.2 Track Generalization: Generate Driving Line Distributions

In order to generate first laps on a new, yet unknown track, it is required to learn a
reasonable driving line distribution for the Global Target Trajectory module. All other
modules of ProMoD are track-independent by definition and remain unmodified. Hence,
we aim to estimate a reasonable driving line distribution for this new track only based
on the known track borders and on available experience from other tracks. Inspired by
the results from Section 4.3.1, we propose the methodology described in Algorithm 5.
We utilize a novel ProMP description, conventional methods to fit driving lines based on
geometric boundaries, and a method to estimate the variance of the driving line around
the track based on experience from other tracks.
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Interview Findings Formalized as Mathematical Optimization Problem

„speed is a key factor and driving line is 
only a consequence“

„the only motto […] is to ‚brake as late as 
possible, and to accelerate as early as possible‘, 

the resulted driving line, and turn-in, turn-out 
behaviour are only seen as a consequence of 

executing this motto“

f: Delta Lap-Time
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p: Setup
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Figure 4.1: Identified adaptation principles: the upper figure visualizes the iterative adaptation process as an
optimization problem, initialized within a safe set by the drivers’ experience. The delta lap-time is
the objective function, parameterized by the vehicle setup. Variables include the brake points (BPs)
and the peak brake pressure. The lower figure shows the three phases of driver adaptation to solve
the above optimization problem, arranged in a hierarchy-time plane. Dark color denotes findings
from the expert interview and related work, whereas light color signifies how the respective
findings are implemented in the adaptive model.

Algorithm 5 Estimating a driving line distribution + sampling
µκ,dy
w ,Σκ,dy

w ← BuildProMP(D)
x′ (s) , y′ (s) , κ′ (s)← BuildDrivingLine(Bleft,Bright)
µκ′
w ← RidgeRegression(κ′ (s))

µdy′
w ← 0

Σdy′
w ← EstimateVariance(µκ′

w ,µκ,dy
w ,Σκ,dy

w )

for i← 1, Nsamples do
w∗dy

i ∼ N
(︂
µdy′
w ,Σdy′

w

)︂

x∗i (s) , y
∗
i (s)← Reconstruct(x′ (s) , y′ (s) ,w∗dy

i )
∆t∗i (s)← EstimateSpeed(x∗i (s) , y∗i (s) ,P)

end for
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ProMPs on Demonstration Data. As drivers utilize their existing experience during
familiarization with a new track, we are required to encode this knowledge in a reasonable
way. For this purpose, we use all available driving line data from all known tracks D and
calculate ProMPs with a modified representation as driving line distributions for each
track separately. Hence, we take the time-based vehicle positions in the inertial reference
frame for all laps on this track and map them to a curvilinear description

x (t) , y (t) ↦→ dy (s) , κ (s) (4.1)

for each track. Thereby, dy represents the lateral deviation from a reference line and κ the
line curvature, both based on the reference line distance s. While the information in dy
and κ is partially redundant, both formulations are required for subsequent calculations.
By using equidistant samples from dy and κ and equidistantly spaced RBFs, it is now
possible to project the driving line from each lap to a lower-dimensional weight space
using ridge regression, resulting in weight vectors wdy and wκ. Assuming a Gaussian
distribution, we retrieve mean weight vectors µκ

w, µdy
w and variances Σκ

w, Σdy
w to describe

the distribution of all available driving lines on a particular track. By iterating this process
for all available tracks, we can aggregate all driving line information into µκ,dy

w , Σκ,dy
w . In

the following, we estimate a driving line distribution for an unknown track by combining
this variance information with a conventional path planning method.

Generate Mean Driving Trajectory. We start by estimating a mean driving trajectory
which is only based on the known track boundaries Bleft and Bright. As the generation of a
reasonable and collision-free path around the track is required, we decide to use Elastic
Bands (Gehrig & Stein, 2007; Quinlan & Khatib, 1993). While being computationally
efficient and easy to interpret, this method showed to produce reasonable driving line
estimates with sufficient accuracy. The resulting trajectory is now assumed to be the
reference and the mean driving line for the new track. As it is initially represented in
the inertial space x′ (s), y′ (s) we subsequently project it to the curviliniar space κ′ (s).
Similarly to the ProMP calculation on the available demonstration data, the curvature
κ′ (s) is finally projected to the lower dimensional weight space and assumed to be the
mean curvature µκ′

w with µdy′
w = 0 by definition.

Variance Estimation. Using this mean trajectory and the existing corner information
from other tracks, we estimate the variance with a sliding window approach. For this
purpose, we are moving along the estimated mean driving line’s curvature κ′ (s) and
compare the current situation, described by a sequence of curvatures, to all situations on
all known tracks as encoded in µκ,dy

w , Σκ,dy
w . By finding the most similar corner measured
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by the absolute difference between curvatures, we are now able to iteratively build Σdy′
w ,

which describes the variance of driving lines on the new track.4

Sampling and Reconstruction. Using the initially estimated mean driving line described
by x′ (s), y′ (s), and the modified ProMP defined by mean µdy′

w = 0 and covariance Σdy′
w

which describes the distribution of lateral deviations from this mean line, we are now able
to sample an arbitrary number of new driving lines for the new track. For this purpose we
draw a sample weight w∗dy

i ∼ N
(︂
µdy′
w ,Σdy′

w

)︂
and retrieve the lateral deviation dy∗i (s)

through reconstruction withΦs,dyw
∗dy
i . Now, it is possible to construct the sampled driving

trajectory in the Cartesian space using

x∗i (s) = x′ (s)− sin (Ψ∗
i (s)) dy

∗
i (s) (4.2)

y∗i (s) = y′ (s) + cos (Ψ∗
i (s)) dy

∗
i (s) (4.3)

where Ψ∗
i corresponds to the heading angle of the vehicle, with Ψ∗

i = 0 when driving
exclusively into x-direction.

Speed Profile. In addition to the trajectory of the vehicle, ProMoD requires a speed
profile for the Local Path Generation module. Since this velocity profile is dependent on
the vehicle and its setup, and hard to estimate using the available demonstration data,
we follow a more robust approach based on vehicle dynamics. For each sampled vehicle
trajectory x∗i (s) , y∗i (s), we utilize a conventional lap time estimation approach based on
the vehicle performance envelope P to retrieve an approximate speed profile (Siegler,
2002; Siegler et al., 2000).

Simulation. The sampled driving lines with corresponding speed profiles can now be used
to reconstruct the original ProMP formulation within the previously presented ProMoD
framework. An initialization with a reduced performance envelope P represents the
“Preparation" phase on a new track and allows to safely simulate first laps. By iteratively
expanding P and simulating the resulting driving lines and speed profiles, ProMoD is able
to cautiously approach the vehicle limitations, aiming to mimic the “Warm-Up" phase. The
complete process facilitates simulations on a new track where no demonstration data exists,
enhancing our driver modeling framework with track familiarization abilities to generate
first fast laps. However, as a human driver continuously optimizes its performance when
4We use the curvature κ to find similar corners since it naturally describes the corner shape. The lateral
deviation dy is used for sampling as it allows for a more robust reconstruction.
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Figure 4.2: Structural design of Feature Adaptation: the original ProMoD framework consists of three essential
blocks: feature calculation, the neural network, and the simulation environment. These elements
remain unchanged during adaptation. After each lap is simulated, the result is analyzed and the
reference trajectory is adapted correspondingly. This new functionality is shown in red.

being familiar with a track, ProMoD should also be adaptable and learn from experience,
as shown in Section 4.3.1.

4.3.3 Feature Adaptation

Professional race drivers master the skill of continuously optimizing their performance by
analyzing past laps and adapting their driving behavior accordingly. With an additional
feedback loop shown in Figure 4.2, ProMoD is enabled to mimic this learning process to
a certain extent and achieve self-adapting behavior. By only adapting the global target
trajectory, which is used to compute local path planning features xLP, the behavior of
ProMoD can be influenced. At the same time, ProMoD maintains its ability to imitate
human drivers without yielding super-human performance as the action selection module
remains unchanged. In the following, we will use Conditioning and Scaling to effectively
vary the trajectory while keeping it human-like:

Conditioning. Recall that the ProMPs for the global target trajectory are represented by
a Gaussian weight distribution p(w) ∼ N (w | µw,Σw) with mean weight vector µw and
covariance matrix Σw. We are now able to alter this distribution by conditioning the prior
distribution to a new observation x∗

s′ = {y∗
s′ ,Σ

∗
y} at a specific location s = s′, as presented

in (Paraschos et al., 2018). Here, y∗
s′ ∈ Rn×1 is an algorithmically chosen target state of

the vehicle position and velocity to be reached at distance s′, and variance Σ∗
y ∈ Rn×n is

the confidence of this new observation. The conditional distribution p (︁w | x∗
s′
)︁ remains
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Gaussian with updated parameters

µ
[new]
w = µw +L

(︁
y∗
s′ −ΨT

s µw

)︁
, (4.4)

Σ
[new]
w = Σw −LΨT

s′Σw, (4.5)

where
L = ΣwΨs′

(︁
Σ∗

y +ΨT
s′ΣwΨs′

)︁−1 (4.6)

relates the variances of the prior distribution and the new observation withΨs′ ∈ RnNBF×n

representing the value of all basis functions at s = s′. (Paraschos et al., 2018)
This procedure allows to move brake points or to shift apexes5 by conditioning the prior

distribution utilizing a set of rules derived from Section 4.3.1. However, when using the
prior variance without further consideration, conditioning at a specific turn potentially
affects distant turns due to non-zero covariances in the data, as shown forΣ∆t∆t in Figure
4.3 (a). As such a large effect across multiple turns would not be considered human-like,
we aim to reduce it by masking the original matrix using a factor matrix Fk ∈ RNBF×NBF

shown in Figure 4.3 (b). By multiplying Fk element-wise with each submatrix of Σw, we
retrieve a masked matrix for conditioning

Σmaskedw =

⎡
⎣
Fk ◦Σxx Fk ◦Σxy Fk ◦Σx∆t

Fk ◦Σyx Fk ◦Σyy Fk ◦Σy∆t

Fk ◦Σ∆tx Fk ◦Σ∆ty Fk ◦Σ∆t∆t

⎤
⎦ (4.7)

which effectively lowers the influence on distant regions as shown in Figure 4.3 (c). This
matrix could now be used for effective local Conditioning.

Scaling. To fully utilize the vehicle’s potential on straights, the speed profile can be
adapted to influence the throttle actuation and braking behavior of ProMoD. Since the
neural network works to some extent like a trajectory-tracking controller, whose goal is
to keep the control error between the reference speed and the actual speed as small as
possible, its output signals tend to fluctuate during intervals of full throttle. Therefore, if
the actual velocity is larger than the reference velocity, ProMoD tends to accelerate less,
even if the virtual driver is on a straight line and is expected to drive as fast as possible.
This problem can be effectively solved by smoothly scaling the reference speed on long
straights.
5An apex is defined as the closest point to the inner side of a corner, typically coinciding with the locally
maximum curvature of the driving line.
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Figure 4.3: Covariance matrix masking: (a) part of the covariance matrix for a single variable
(Σ∆t∆t ∈ RNBF×NBF), where brighter colors indicate higher covariances. Far-off-diagonal corre-
lations in the data potentially result from different vehicle setups in the demonstration data but
are difficult to consider during conditioning. (b) factor matrix for a single variable, where the
elements on the diagonal are one, and off-diagonal entries are fading out to zero using bandwidth
k. Here, k is selected such that distant and non-consecutive turns can not mutually influence each
other. (c) resulting matrix Σmaskw ∈ RnNBF×nNBF for three variables after masking, filtering out
correlations over larger distances.

Adaptation Process. The complete adaptation process, shown in Algorithm 6, is inspired
by the insights from Section 4.3.1 and uses Conditioning and Scaling to continuously adapt
ProMoD based on gathered experience. While the original version of ProMoD simply
samples and simulates multiple driving lines from a single distribution, we will now use the
variance information for a continuous and targeted adaptation. After simulating a lap, an
initial check is done whether the lap was completed successfully. If the simulation ended
before completing a full lap, the situation where the vehicle left the track is analyzed and
the ProMP is conditioned using two sub-procedures:

• Driving-line check and adaptation: As illustrated in Section 4.3.1, the turn-in is the
most important phase during cornering. Hence, the driving line is compared to the
permissible driving corridor, represented by track borders or by the envelope of all
demonstrations from the human drivers, and the largest deviation before the apex
is found. Then, a new observation y∗

s′ is added for Conditioning at this position,
shifting the driving line distribution towards the permissible area.
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Algorithm 6 Adaptation Process
Input: µ0

w, Σ̂
0
w, envelope

Σ0
w ←processVariance(Σ̂

0
w)

τ ref
0 ← calcMeanTrajectory(µ0

w)
Itrack ← analyzeTrack(τ ref

0 )

for i = 0, 1, 2, ... do
τ i ← simulate(τ ref

i )
y∗
s = Ø

if not isCompleted(τ i) then
y∗
s ← y∗

s∪ analyzeDL(τ i,Itrack, envelope)
if y∗

s == Ø or slipCheck(τ i,Itrack) then
y∗
s ← y∗

s∪ adaptSpeed(τ i,Itrack)
end if

else
y∗
s ← y∗

s∪ checkInEnvelope(τ i, envelope)
end if

µi+1,0
w ,Σi+1,0

w = µi+1
w ,Σi+1

w

for j = 1, 2, ..., number of items in y∗
s do

µi+1,j
w ,Σi+1,j

w ← cond(µi+1,j−1
w ,Σi+1,j−1

w ,y∗
s,j)

end for

τ̂ ref
i+1 ← calcMeanTrajectory(µi+1

w )

if isCompleted(τ i) then
τ ref
i+1 ← speedScaling(τ̂ ref

i+1, τ i,Itrack)
else

τ ref
i+1 ← τ̂ ref

i+1

end if
end for
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• Velocity adaptation: If no valid adaptation is found or extreme tire slip occurs, the
target velocity will be reduced.

In practice, ProMoD can eventually complete each critical corner when the target speed is
low enough. Subsequently, the completed laps can be further adapted to improve the lap
time and to keep the driving line in the envelope by:
• Checking and reducing smaller deviations from the permissible driving corridor: Just
like in the real race, ProMoD sometimes slightly exceeds the theoretically allowed
driving corridor but still manages to complete the lap. These situations are checked
and additional control points are introduced for Conditioning.

• Checking acceleration intervals and Scaling of the vehicle speed: As discussed before,
ProMoD partially does not utilize the full vehicle potential during acceleration phases
on straight lines. Hence, speed scaling is used to further increase the performance
on already completed laps.

By introducing this process, we can encourage ProMoD to learn from the experience
from previous laps, to correct mistakes, and to increase performance.

4.4 Evaluation

In this chapter, we use data of professional race drivers generated with the HDiL simulator
shown in Figure 1.5 to train and evaluate our driver modeling approach. All rollouts of
our driver model are simulated using the same in-house developed vehicle model of a
high-performance race car, guaranteeing realistic vehicle dynamics and facilitating compa-
rability to the human demonstrations. The task of driving the simulated race car is highly
challenging as the car only uses a TC as driver assistance system. In order to safeguard
intellectual property, all plots in this chapter are shown normalized. Furthermore, all
driver names are anonymized.

4.4.1 Track Generalization

We evaluate the presented Track Generalization method of our ProMoD framework on
two different race tracks, Motorland Aragón and the Yas Marina Circuit in Abu Dhabi
and leave out the correspondingly available demonstration data in the training procedure
of our driver model. We start by comparing the predicted driving line distribution to
the corresponding driving lines of the human driver on Motorland Aragón in Figure 4.4.
It is visible that the generated driving line distribution, despite not being completely
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Figure 4.4: Prediction of the global target trajectory distribution on Motorland Aragón: we compare 25
samples from the real driver (dark grey) to 25 samples from the predicted target trajectory
distribution (red) derived with the driving line generalization method. The light grey area
visualizes the track and the bright blue triangle indicates the position of the start/finish line and
driving direction. Here, the method approximately reproduces the expected driving lines with
some partial deviations.

driver-specific and showing some small variations, approximately fits the driven paths of
the real driver. When using these driving line distributions for simulation on unknown
tracks, ProMoD is capable of completing full laps on the respective race track, as visualized
in Figures 4.5 and 4.6 for the Yas Marina Circuit.
For Motorland Aragón, the Track Generalization method achieves comparable results

considering the similarities of the resulting driving line and driver action distributions
with the human driver. Furthermore, we compare the performances of ProMoD and the
real driver on both tracks with equal vehicle setups. Figure 4.7 visualizes the resulting
lap time distributions in a box plot, respectively normalized to the median lap time of the
human driver on each track. Here, ProMoD is able to achieve lap times close to the real
driver, with a slightly increased median due to small deviations in the expected speed
profiles.

4.4.2 Feature Adaptation

The Feature Adaptation process is tested on two different tracks, the Silverstone Circuit
and Motorland Aragón. We start with an evaluation of the local effects of Conditioning and
Scaling by showing the executed adaptations, the resulting changes in the driven path, and
the selected actions of the driver model. Subsequently, we are going to test the complete
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Figure 4.5: Track Generalization results on the Yas Marina Circuit - driver actions and velocity: we compare
five laps from the human driver (dark grey) to five laps from the track generalized ProMoD
framework (red) on the identical vehicle setup and show the driver actions and the resulting speed
profiles over the normalized track reference distance. Here, ProMoD is able to approximately
reproduce the throttle, braking, and steering activity of the real driver considering the braking
points, actuation speeds, and amplitudes. The velocity profile shows some small deviations after
the first corner where ProMoD does not fully utilize the vehicle potential due to a slightly too
conservative speed profile estimation in this region.
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Figure 4.6: Track Generalization results on the Yas Marina Circuit - driving lines: this figure shows the
resulting simulated driving lines around the track (light grey). The position of the start/finish line
and the driving direction is indicated by the bright blue triangle. Here, ProMoD approximately
follows the demonstrations of the human driver despite they were not used for training. Some
deviations are present at particularly challenging locations (e.g. the hairpin corner on the left side),
which, however, do not prevent ProMoD from finishing the lap with a reasonable performance.
These deviations may be reduced using adaptation methods to learn from the gathered experience.

adaptation process on both tracks, showing that the method is able to increase the covered
distance for previously unfinished laps, and to increase performance by reducing lap time
without losing control.

Local Effect - Adaptation. The local effects of adaptation are presented in Figure 4.8
and Figure 4.9, visualizing adaptations of the driving line and the speed profile, as well as
the resulting action signals and driven paths. Here, ProMoD initially fails at turn 6/7 of
the Silverstone Circuit due to considerably exceeding the vehicle potential as shown in
Figure 4.8 (b). In order to adapt the speed profile effectively, three control points are used
to set the lower peak speed value, resulting in earlier braking and consequently helping to
avoid the mistake and pass the turn. At the same time, with the purpose of reducing the
curvature at corner entry, the driving line is pulled outwards around fifty meters before
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Figure 4.7: Lap time comparison for Track Generalization on the Yas Marina Circuit and Motorland Aragón:
times are normalized to the median demonstration lap time of the corresponding track. The
whiskers correspond to the minimum/maximum values, boxes indicate the upper/lower quartiles,
and the thick central line shows the median value. Here, ProMoD is able to finish complete laps
on the unknown race tracks being less than 0.5% slower than the human driver in the median, but
partially already achieving competitive times on particularly fast laps. The slightly slower median
lap time might be a result of a yet non-optimal speed profile or driving line distribution.

the first apex as shown in Figure 4.8 (a). After two iterations of simultaneously adapting
both, the speed profile and the driving line, ProMoD succeeds in passing this turn.

Local Effect - Scaling. Scaling is particularly useful on straights if ProMoD initially
does not fully utilize the vehicle potential due to a modified vehicle setup and a too
conservative prior target speed definition. Its effect becomes apparent when observing
the accelerator actuation signal. With a higher reference speed, the model tends to utilize
full throttle more often on long straight lines, as shown in Figure 4.10. As a consequence,
the fluctuation of the throttle signal on those intervals is effectively eliminated, and the
lap time is improved by about 0.2 seconds.

AdaptationProcess. The developed adaptation process for ProMoD has been successfully
tested on the Silverstone Circuit and Motorland Aragón as visualized in Figure 4.11. While
it only requires four iterations to complete the Silverstone Circuit, ProMoD needs more
iterations for Motorland Aragón since it fails at more locations. On both tracks, ProMoD
succeeds in completing a lap after less than 20 iterations, with at most five iterations for a
problematic turn.
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Figure 4.8: Adaptation of the target line for turn 6/7 on the Silverstone Circuit and the resulting driven paths:
(a) visualizes the prior (black) and posterior (red) target lines. The posterior target line is pulled
outwards before the first apex using a control point at corner entry, as ProMoD initially exceeds
the vehicle potential and left the track. (b) shows the resulting driven paths from ProMoD within
the complex simulation environment. After simultaneous adaptation of the target line and the
velocity profile, ProMoD is able to successfully pass this turn without leaving the track.
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Figure 4.9: Adaptation of the target speed profile for turn 6/7 on the Silverstone Circuit: this figure visualizes
the target speed, as well as resulting vehicle states and driver actions over the normalized segment
distance before and after adaptation. By using three control points the method can adapt the
target speed profile effectively while preserving its general shape. The balance plot indicates the
current driving state: Positive values relate to understeering, i.e. situations where the vehicle
"plows" and turns less than a neutral steering car. Contrarily, negative values indicate oversteering
situations, i.e. the limits of the rear axle are exceeded and the vehicle might start to spin if the
driver does not counter steer. Before adaptation and at normalized segment distance 0.25, the
vehicle gets in such an oversteering situation, but ProMoD is able to counter-steer and recover the
vehicle at the cost of losing speed. However, at distance 0.65 ProMoD largely exceeds the vehicle
potential, resulting in a slide over both axles which forces the vehicle off the track (see Figure
4.8 (b)). After the adaptation of the speed profile and the driving line, ProMoD is able to keep
the vehicle on the track without exceeding its potential, considerably reducing critical situations.
Here, ProMoD uses an increased braking force during the first turn in, later acceleration, and
earlier throttle lift and braking for the following turn. Those changes contribute to the success of
the adaptation and ProMoD passes the turn after two iterations.
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Figure 4.10: Effect of speed scaling on straight lines: after scaling, ProMoD effectively utilizes the longitudinal
potential of the vehicle and uses full throttle on most straights. For intervals where ProMoD fails
in subsequent turns due to the increased speed, scaling is prevented.
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Figure 4.11: Adaptation progress on ProMoD on Motorland Aragón and the Silverstone Circuit: for both tracks,
ProMoD succeeds in completing a previously unfinished lap within 20 iterations. Subsequent
iterations can be used to further increase performance.
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4.5 Conclusion

In this chapter, we present new insights into the general adaptation behavior and the
learning processes of professional race drivers and derive new methods to extend ProMoD,
an advanced modeling method for driver behavior. With the purpose of understanding
driver behavior in general and identifying the most important adaptation processes,
this chapter starts with key insights from related work and an expert interview with
a professional race engineer. Based on the hereby acquired knowledge, we develop a
novel method that can estimate human-like driving line distributions for unknown tracks.
These distributions could be used to simulate complete laps with almost competitive
performances and human-like driver control inputs in a professional motorsport driving
simulator. Subsequently, we present a Feature Adaptation method that allows ProMoD
to learn from the gathered experience of previous laps. Using different experiments,
we demonstrate the ability to continuously learn from mistakes and to improve driving
performance.
This chapter contributes to the modeling and a better understanding of driver behavior,

paving the way for advanced full-vehicle simulations with consideration of the human
driver and potentially future autonomous racing.
Due to its modular architecture, ProMoD could be extended in various ways in future

research. Besides additional methods for Feature Adaptation and optimization, the neu-
ral network of the action selection module could be adapted to learn from experience
using reinforcement learning techniques, or real track data may be used to provide more
demonstration data. Furthermore, human-like qualitative feedback, which is based on en-
countered problems during driving, could help to further support the vehicle development
process. In addition, our driver model may be extended to a multi-agent environment
with opponents on the race track, facilitating a more accurate prediction of true racing
performance and potentially optimization of complete racing strategies. Finally, ProMoD
might be applied to other similar use cases, with the target of modeling human behavior
in dynamic environments with small stability margins.
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5 Conclusion

This thesis contributes to a better understanding and modeling of individual race driver
behavior. By focusing on a race driving setting and, hence, driving at the handling limits,
a robust and accurate modeling framework is required to imitate the human driver in a
complex simulated environment. Furthermore, a method to objectively assess individual
driver characteristics supports the evaluation of the driver model and could additionally
aid the modern vehicle development process. This chapter briefly summarizes the findings
and contributions of this thesis in Section 5.1. Finally, this work is concluded with the
outlook in Section 5.2 where potential applications and future research directions are
discussed.

5.1 Summary

This thesis provided an overview on the state of the art methods for the modeling and
simulation of vehicle dynamics, granted insights into the role of the human driver in
modern vehicle development, and gave a summary of related work on the modeling of
human driver behavior. New methods for the analyzing and modeling of race driver
behavior were presented, extensively evaluated, and continuously refined, aiming to
support modern vehicle development. In particular, this thesis focused on solving the
following key challenges:

Modular Approach for Probabilistic Driver Behavior Modeling. Chapter 2 introduced
the basic version of ProMoD, a modular framework that is inspired by knowledge on
human driver behavior and autonomous driving technology. Here, ProMoD considers
human variance by fitting ProMPs for the demonstrated driving line distributions and
subsequently imitates human driver actions using a recurrent neural network which was
trained on demonstration data. This framework was utilized to learn individual driver
behavior and its inherent variance in a simplified car racing game. A comparison to end-
to-end supervised learning and DAgger as baseline approaches showed that ProMoD is not
only able to imitate individual expert driving policies and the corresponding variance, but
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also is more robust than both baseline approaches. Additionally, the modular framework
allows straightforward extensibility and modifications, which made it well suited for
subsequent research.

Application to a Professional Race Car Simulation and Identification of Driving Styles.
Chapter 3 presented a novel holistic methodology for the analysis and modeling of human
race driver behavior. DIMRA provides a general method to find a small set of lap-based
metrics, which objectively describe different driving styles. These metric sets were utilized
to cluster individual driver behavior from professional race drivers in both, laps from HDiL
simulations, and real track data. In order to model driver behavior in the complex HDiL
simulation environment, the previously derived ProMoD framework was considerably
extended. An adjusted ProMP formulation, extended feature generation, and novel
training method facilitate the training of driver models based on data from professional
race drivers. The evaluation in the complex HDiL simulation environment showed that
the adapted version of ProMoD can produce competitive laps with human-like control
actions. Utilization of the derived DIMRA metrics demonstrated that ProMoD tends to
learn the style of specific drivers, and a Turing-like test indicated that generated laps are
not easily distinguishable from demonstration laps for human observers. In addition, a
sensitivity analysis to changes in the vehicle setup was performed. Here, ProMoD met
initial expectations when the aerodynamic balance of the vehicle was modified, indicating
that the driver model is not only able to reproduce individual driving styles, but also human
limitations. Furthermore, a robustness study showed that the derived driver models are
also able to finish laps with expected lap times under considerably different conditions
and that ProMoD also utilized specific driver assistance systems similar to the human
expert.

Generalization to New Tracks and Learning from Experience. Chapter 4 focused on
the generalization and adaptation techniques of human race drivers and how to model
this behavior. At first, the most important aspects of learning from experience and how
to drive on a new track were identified from the literature and extended by an expert
interview of a professional race engineer. Based on the herein generated insights, two
methods were developed aiming to considerably extend ProMoD with the ability to learn
to drive on unknown tracks and to adapt its driving behavior using experience from
previous laps. Here, the Track Generalization method was able to derive human-like
target trajectory distributions by using information about the track borders on the new
track, the vehicle acceleration potential, and the variance of similar corners on known
tracks. The hereby generated ProMPs were subsequently used to generate first laps on new
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tracks, achieving close to competitive lap times while preserving the general human driver
behavior. Secondly, the Feature Adaptation process uses different criteria for conditioning
of the global target trajectory distribution and for reshaping the speed profile, both based
on experience from previous laps. An evaluation of this process on two different tracks
showed that ProMoD is now able to master critical driving situations within a few attempts
and to finish previously unfinished laps. Furthermore, the driver model is now capable of
leveraging remaining acceleration potential of the vehicle to further increase the driving
performance.

In summary, the developed driver model ProMoD is able to generate human-like and
competitive laps, to learn from experience, and to generalize to new tracks. Furthermore,
DIMRA facilitates an objective assessment of individual race driving styles. Both methods
were extensively evaluated in a complex race car simulation environment using data from
professional race drivers and additionally applied to problems that typically arise in the
race car engineering context. Hence, the contributions of this thesis in the field of driver
modeling and analysis could be of great support in modern vehicle development for both,
race cars and road cars, and potentially for various other use cases.

5.2 Outlook

While the methodology derived in this thesis was already successfully applied to real-world
problems in the context of race car engineering, it could be considerably extended in
various ways and applied to other use cases in future work.

Supporting Modern Vehicle Development. As prior simulation methods either con-
sidered the human driver only to a certain extent or were limited to a small number
of evaluations, a direct and automatic optimization of the motorsports-specific overall
vehicle performance was intractable until now. The utilization of a robust driver model, as
introduced with ProMoD, allows to considerably increase the number of simulations while
considering the influence of the human driver, ultimately facilitating an automatic vehicle
performance optimization. However, while providing sufficient accuracy for the simulation
and evaluation of single vehicle performances in the considered test cases, ProMoD should
be further evaluated and compared to the human driver for other situations. For example,
the setup sensitivity of ProMoD should be tested for more vehicle configurations and
directly correlated to the results from human drivers which requires additional simula-
tor sessions. In addition, the methods described in this thesis could be extended and
generalized in future work. The vehicle development process itself could be additionally
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supported by enabling ProMoD to provide human-like qualitative feedback after a set of
driven laps. This would require a method to map the experiences from multiple laps to
reasonable qualitative feedback which could aid the vehicle development engineers in
adjusting the vehicle setup. As ProMoD has demonstrated to generate human-like TC
interventions, the driver model might be used to aid the development of driver assistance
systems for both, race cars and road cars.

Extending the Driver Characterization DIMRA. Currently, DIMRA only works on race
circuits and only generates lap-based metrics. A future extension could focus on the
generalization and continuous calculation of driving style metrics on public roads, which
might be beneficial for driver-sensitive, adaptive control systems for road cars. Furthermore,
the automatic assignment of different driver groups, which already was tested in Chapter 3,
needs to be further researched in order to support future race planning. Finally, learning
a relation between individual driving styles described by metrics and the respectively
preferred vehicle characteristics could be a great support for optimizing the vehicle
performance.

Training Procedure of ProMoD. In addition, the training procedure of ProMoD may
be adapted in various ways. The already available training database could be further
extended by utilizing real track data, which requires a stronger consideration of environ-
mental influences and of the limited observability of vehicle states. An extended feature
definition may support ProMoD in achieving even higher accuracy and increasing robust-
ness. Furthermore, the training procedure of the driver model might be adapted. Here,
utilization of reinforcement learning techniques might be an option to further stabilize
training and increase the proportion of successfully finished laps. To maintain similarity
to the human driver and prevent super-human performances, an adaptation of existing
imitation learning frameworks like GAIL could help to achieve this goal. Furthermore,
direct feedback of the real human driver could help to correct mistakes of the driver model,
which, however, requires to introduce a reasonable feedback technique.

Driver Teaching. Hereto related, a driver model that can optimize its own performance
using a specific vehicle configuration over multiple laps may help to teach human drivers.
In particular, situations where the real drivers still have potential to optimize their own
driving could be compared to the driver model without losing the aspect of human
limitations. Such analyses may help human drivers to learn new strategies and further
optimize their driving with a reduced number of laps.
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Extension to Multi-Agent Scenarios. Furthermore, ProMoD might be extended to work
in multi-vehicle simulation environments. However, such a setting is considerably more
complex than the already challenging modeling of driver behavior in a single-vehicle
scenario. Additional strategies and modules for vehicle interaction and an adjusted path
planning method for overtaking and defending need to be considered. If such a multi-agent
simulation could be achieved with ProMoD, the extended driver model may considerably
help in developing and optimizing race strategies and simulating potential race outcomes.

Optimizing the Race Strategy. To win races, the definition and execution of a proper
racing strategy are crucial. Such strategies do not only cover the behavior on track, i.e.
defining when to defend and when to attack, but also all side events like switching tires,
refueling, or changing the driver. However, the optimality of such decisions depends on
several, dynamically changing constraints and conditions which are hard to predict. The
availability of a robust and accurate driver model, possibly in a multi-agent scenario, would
allow simulating a large variety of possible situations, decisions, and potential outcomes.
Hence, such a driver model could be of good support for developing and adapting race
strategies by substantially increasing the number of simulations with explicit consideration
of human driver behavior.

Increasing Believability in Video Games. Besides simulations in the context of profes-
sional motorsports, such a driver model may also be used in modern video games or racing
simulations. According to (Muñoz et al., 2013), computer-controlled vehicles in many
video games and racing simulations are unrealistic, as their way of driving does not look
human-like. Furthermore, the tire grip or engine power of their vehicles may be increased
to be able to compete with good human drivers. Hence, the availability of a human-like
driver model which is able to competitively drive the nominal vehicle in a multi-agent
scenario may benefit the believability of computer-controlled cars in such settings.

Application to Autonomous Driving and Other Vehicle Control Tasks. Finally, the meth-
ods presented in this thesis may be applicable to a number of other scenarios. For instance,
DIMRA and ProMoD may aid modern autonomous driving and autonomous racing tech-
nologies to mimic a more human-like way of driving or to even make the vehicle learn
the driving preferences of its passengers. Furthermore, ProMoD should be suited for and
adaptable to scenarios where humans control highly non-linear dynamic systems. Due to
its modular architecture, ProMoD might be adapted to work for tasks like drifting a car or
flying drones or planes in a simulated environment.
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Appendix - Expert Interview

This interview with a professional race engineer for LMP1 race cars should extend existing
insights on general learning and adaptation principles of human race drivers. In the
following, the questions are written in bold and the answers are written in italic.

Is there a universal adaption rule that applies to all drivers and tracks?
Indeed, it turns out that adaption strategies are very similar across different drivers, tracks,
and vehicles, in spite of the individual driving behavior, the various layouts of the tracks, and
the continuously modified vehicle setups. The driver’s main goal is to ‘brake as late as possible
and accelerate as early as possible’. The resulting driving line, the turn-in, and the on-throttle
behavior are seen as a consequence of pursuing that goal.

How do drivers drive their first laps on a new track?
When faced with a new track, what a driver would do can be divided into three phases:
preparation, warm-up, and the subsequent fine-tuning.

• Preparation. Drivers come to a new track with a memorized ‘database of corner
information’, collected from their prior experience, simulator sessions, statistical data,
etc. First, drivers characterize each new corner by comparing it with those in their
memory and assemble a first guess of the driving line. Since every corner is unique, this
first guess is usually a rough approximation. At this point, it is helpful to consult other
drivers to improve the initial guess. Finally, they set brake points, utilizing signs in
the environment such as brake markers. Having concretized all prior information and
exchanged opinions with fellow drivers of specific positions for hitting the brake pedal,
the drivers start their first laps on a new track.

• Warm-up. Race drivers are particularly talented in assessing risk. They usually start off
with a slow and safe speed profile, which they adapt from lap to lap to higher velocities.
This process can take very few iterations. For example, one driver managed to reach a
competitive lap time on the Le Mans circuit surprisingly after only five laps.
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• Fine Tuning. After warming up, drivers are able to complete the lap with a close to
competitive lap time, which they then try to improve incrementally. Usually, drivers do
not reach a global optimum but are aware of how to improve. High- and changing-speed
corners are the most difficult ones, where spinning should be prevented, as it is extremely
difficult to control.

Which quantities do race drivers adapt and how? Do they pay attention to specific
metrics?
Although the goal of improving lap time is sound and clear, the real optimization process is
indeed very complicated, and many factors have to be taken into consideration. The following
three aspects are most critical during optimization:

• Delta lap time. The adaption behavior of race drivers is result-oriented. They are not
paying much attention to the exact speed values at local points around the track, but
rather to the lap time difference to the previous or best lap.

• Brake point. Hitting the brake is where the corner starts. It is the most crucial tuning
knob, not only because it influences the speed profile, but also because it is the source of
any issues arising throughout the following corner. I.e., all issues should be traced back
to the brake point, and cannot be locally analyzed.

• Peak brake pressure. The driver attempts to predict the future state of the car when
making decisions. In the presence of slip, however, uncertainty about the vehicle state
is introduced, eventually leading to wrong predictions by the driver. Therefore, slip
management is crucial during cornering, with the maximum brake pressure helping to
anticipate imminent slip.

How do race drivers behave when the vehicle setup is modified? Will they pre-adapt
their strategy according to the setup?
It is extremely complicated to analyze the car and the behavior of the driver simultaneously.
Therefore, when new vehicle setups are tested, the drivers do not and are not expected to have
much idea of what has been adapted on the car. Sometimes, race engineers would do blind
tests in order to isolate the influences of the modified setups from those of the drivers.
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